Introducing Wallpaper Pal and Border Buddy. Products that fulfill the promise of prepasted wallpaper and border.

- These all-in-one systems are better than messy water trays.
- They apply special activating solution to the back side of prepasted paper. Pattern side stays dry.
- Paper sticks from edge to edge. Seams don’t lift up.
- Extra time for pattern adjustment on wall.
- They’re reusable and refillable.

Ask for Wallpaper Pal and Border Buddy at your local retailer. Both have full money-back guarantees.

Remember, before you start your next project, make sure you’re not living in the past. It’s time to call on a friend.

**Wallpapering As You Know It Is History.**
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Welcome to the House that Renovator's Built!

Over 2000 unique and hard-to-find home furnishings including traditional and contemporary lighting, plumbing fixtures, textured wallcoverings and borders, architectural accents, door hardware and more. All at the guaranteed lowest prices.

Renovator's
Manufacturer and Supplier of Quality Items for Your Home

Free Catalog 1-800-659-0203
P.O. Box 2515, Dept. 9950  Conway, NH 03818-2515
Covering Next Year

FOR ME, READING THE COVERS OF MAGAZINES AT THE supermarket checkout counter is a fantasy experience. Each publication has its own specialty — from homemaking, women’s beauty, and men’s body building to television soap operas and “entertainment news” — and an audience they’re luring to buy with tantalizing photos and enticing cover lines. Well they should. It’s a feeding frenzy out there on the newsstands, and lots of questions, numbers, and exclamation marks can help make a matter-of-fact subject sound newer or more exciting than the competition.

Bombarded by all those catchy phrases and images of gorgeous women and stunning men (while I stand in line with sack of potatoes and a bar of soap), I sometimes slip into a daydream. What if OHJ, with all its nuts & bolts articles, were to cook up some zingy cover lines of our own? If we did, some of the topics featured on upcoming covers might read like this.

JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1995
THE FIRST OHJ OF THE year is on interior techniques and there could be:
• Decorative Plaster Casting: The Inside Story
• Discover Your True Linoleum & Installation talents
• Shellac — Is It for You?
• Spanish Colonial Houses You Can Make in Minutes

MARCH/APRIL 1995
IN THE SPRING, OHJ IS KITCHEN-ORIENTED (WITH A look at Ornamental Concrete Block Houses). Here we could clone some cliches from the TV digest industry:
• Concepts for Old-House Kitchens — What the Stars are Doing
• Rate Your Favorite Reproduction Art Tile
• Ice Boxes & Refrigerators: The Best and Worst

MAY/JUNE 1995
MAY/JUNE WILL HAVE A SPECIAL FOCUS ON CHANGES AND additions to old houses, and would be a natural for some

language from weightlifting and body building books:
• Lean and Mean: Successful Projects
• Period Facade Designs — Look Great Fast
• The Latest Research on Greek Revival Houses

JULY/AUGUST 1995
PORCHES AND OUTBUILDINGS ARE THE SUBJECT OF THIS warm-weather OHJ, which could have a sensational or kiss-and-tell spin:
• Stabilizing Outbuildings — Getting What You Want
• The Shocking Truth about Sleeping Porches
• Restoring Stucco — A Homeowner Tells All
• Rare, Never-Before-Seen Low-Pitch Roofs

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 1995
THE FALL OHJ WILL COVER BIGGER-THAN-AVERAGE RESTORATION PROJECTS and how to manage them.
It’s a logical place to throw around some numbers.
• Plaster Ceiling Medallions: 10-Day Countdown
• 8 Questions You Still Have About Cleaning With Blasting
• Power Tools Buyers’ Guide for Anyone Over 21

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1995
TO WIND UP THE YEAR, OHJ WILL EXPLORE THE UPKEEP OF FURNACE AND HEARThS — SUBJECTS THAT COULD BE MADE SUGGESTIVE WITH AMUSING RESULTS.
• What Your Chimney Masonry Really Wants (But Will Never Ask For)
• Easy Ways to Better Fireplace Mantels
• The Secret Side of Tilework

Cover lines like this, however, are just a bit of whimsy around here. While OHJ will continue to增长 and learn along with our readers in the months ahead, we’ll still keep to our own path of useful articles and unique information about wonderful old houses and their care.
WIN A FREE TRIP TO LONDON

Let your imagination soar and enter our second annual

FINISHING TOUCH CONTEST

hosted by

Anaglypta®/Lincrusta® and Old-House Journal

CHALLENGE

Create the most imaginative interior using the celebrated embossed wallcoverings from England: Anaglypta® and Lincrusta®. Invented in 1877, Anaglypta® and Lincrusta® are “The Pioneers in Paintable Wallcoverings.”

REWARD

Virgin Atlantic Airways will fly you and a friend round trip to London on its award-winning non-stop service from New York (Newark and JFK), Boston, Miami, Orlando, Los Angeles or San Francisco. Then spend two nights at the luxurious Welcombe Hotel & Golf Course at Stratford-Upon-Avon, a magnificent Jacobean-style property situated on land that once belonged to William Shakespeare.

To Enter, Please Submit the Following:

1. Slide(s) or photograph(s) of residential installation featuring Britain’s renowned embossed wallcoverings, Anaglypta® or Lincrusta®.
2. Name, address and telephone number.
3. Date installation was completed.
4. Materials used and recipe/techniques.
5. Name of designer and/or architect, if applicable.

Completed entries should be mailed to: The Finishing Touch, c/o The Old-House Journal, 2 Main Street, Gloucester MA 01930 and must arrive by February 28, 1995. Winners will be selected by a panel of experts and will be announced in the July/August issue.

Installation may feature the wallcoverings in either an historical context or a modern adaptation. Criteria includes quality of design, finishing techniques and creativity. Installations are not limited to one room.

CONTEST RULES

- Judges’ decision is final.
- All travel arrangements subject to availability.
- Winner responsible for transportation to and from nearest Virgin Atlantic U.S. gateway city. Other restrictions may apply.
- Employees of Crown Berger Ltd., Old House Journal, Virgin Atlantic, or related agencies are not eligible for entry.
- Only one submission per person is permitted.
- Old-House Journal reserves the right to print submitted material.
- Entrants must be 18 years of age or older.
STANDING INSPIRATION

Dear OHJ,

THE SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 1994 ISSUE is a long-sought inspiration for me. I've looked longingly for years at standing seam metal roofs, but assumed they were beyond my means. With your article and my son's strong back, we'll do it ourselves.

— MARYLIN MINEER
Concho, Ariz.

COMMENTS ON COLONIALS

I READ WITH GREAT INTEREST "SURVIVORS FROM THE 17TH CENTURY" BY JAMES C. MASSEY AND SHIRLEY MAXWELL. THEY SUGGEST THE JETTY'S ORIGINAL PURPOSE MAY HAVE BEEN TO PROTECT THE LOWER WALL. THIS EXPLANATION HAS A GREAT DEAL OF MERIT, ESPECIALLY SINCE JETTIES WERE COMMON WITH WATTLE-AND-DAUB CONSTRUCTION.

YET THERE MAY BE OTHER REASONS FOR THIS PROMINENT FEATURE, ACCORDING TO RICHARD HARRIS, IN HIS BOOK, DISCOVERING TIMBER-FRAMED BUILDINGS (SHIRE PUBLICATIONS LTD., UK). THE ORIGIN OF THE JETTY MAY HAVE BEEN: 1) AN ARCHITECTURAL SYMBOL OF WEALTH AND STATUS; 2) TO PRODUCE PASSERSBY (READ: COMMERCIAL PATRONS) WITH PROTECTION FROM THE RAIN; 3) REDUCTION OF MAIN-SPAN DEFLECTION OF THE FLOOR JOISTS BY INTRODUCING A REVERSE BENDING MOMENT; OR 4) TO PROVIDE AN INCREASE IN FLOOR SPACE WITHOUT INCREASING THE LOT SIZE, BY BORROWING FROM THE PUBLIC RIGHT OF WAY.

— JOHN HORTON, RA
Hendersonville, N.C.

I ENJOYED "SURVIVORS FROM THE 17TH CENTURY," BY JAMES C. MASSEY AND SHIRLEY MAXWELL. THEY SUGGEST THE JETTY'S ORIGINAL PURPOSE MAY HAVE BEEN TO PROTECT THE LOWER WALL. THIS EXPLANATION HAS A GREAT DEAL OF MERIT, ESPECIALLY SINCE JETTIES WERE COMMON WITH WATTLE-AND-DAUB CONSTRUCTION.

YET THERE MAY BE OTHER REASONS FOR THIS PROMINENT FEATURE, ACCORDING TO RICHARD HARRIS, IN HIS BOOK, DISCOVERING TIMBER-FRAMED BUILDINGS (SHIRE PUBLICATIONS LTD., UK). THE ORIGIN OF THE JETTY MAY HAVE BEEN: 1) AN ARCHITECTURAL SYMBOL OF WEALTH AND STATUS; 2) TO PROVIDE PASSERSBY (READ: COMMERCIAL PATRONS) WITH PROTECTION FROM THE RAIN; 3) REDUCTION OF MAIN-SPAN DEFLECTION OF THE FLOOR JOISTS BY INTRODUCING A REVERSE BENDING MOMENT; OR 4) TO PROVIDE AN INCREASE IN FLOOR SPACE WITHOUT INCREASING THE LOT SIZE, BY BORROWING FROM THE PUBLIC RIGHT OF WAY.

— JOHN HORTON, RA
Hendersonville, N.C.

COMBATTING CUPPING

I AM A RECENT SUBSCRIBER TO YOUR MAGAZINE AND ENJOY IT VERY MUCH. THE "CUPPING CONUNDRUM," DESCRIBED IN THE JULY/AUGUST 1994 ISSUE'S ASK OHJ, CAN BE GREATLY REDUCED BY COMBINING BARK-DOWN INSTALLATION WITH THE APPLICATION OF DECK ADHESIVE TO THE FLOOR JOISTS. I ROUTINELY USE A PRODUCT SUCH AS DAP OR MACKLANBURG-DUNCAN IN CONJUNCTION WITH DECK KING SCREWS AND IT HAS GREATLY REDUCED CUPPING EVEN ON EXPOSED DECKS. ADHESIVE IS ESPECIALLY HELPFUL WHERE BLIND NAILING IS REQUIRED.

(If you are using pressure-treated lumber, use a specially-formulated adhesive.)

— DAVID J. WOFFORD
Kerrville, Tex.

BUYING BENT GLASS

IN RESPONSE TO THE LETTER IN ASK OHJ (SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 1994) FROM A READER LOOKING FOR CURVED GLASS, WE HAVE BOUGHT IT FOR OVER FIVE YEARS FROM EAGLE CONVEY GLASS COMPANY (423 TUNA STREET, BOX 1340, CLARKSBURG, WV 26301; 800-720-9297).

— JUDY LIPMAN
New Egypt, N.J.

ROUND HOUSE

I AM, AFTER SEVERAL MONTHS, FINALLY WRITING IN RESPONSE TO YOUR MARCH/APRIL 1994 ISSUE, WHICH Featured OCTAGONAL AND ROUND HOUSES. I LIVE IN A ROUND HOUSE MYSELF, BUILT OUT OF GRANITE IN 1872. THE BUILDER WAS A LOCAL INDUSTRIALIST WHO OWNED A GRANITE QUARRY, A CARRiAGE FACTORY, AND AN AMUSEMENT PARK. MOST OF THE WOODWORK IS WALNUT. THE LIVING AREA IS OVAL, THE DINING ROOM IS ROUND, AND THE REMAINING ROOMS ARE VERY IRREGULAR SHAPES. I LOOK FORWARD TO EVERY ISSUE OF OHJ WITH ANTICIPATION.

— R. EDWARD ROACH
Lowell, Mass.
the standard of quality since 1860

SCHWERD'S
wood columns

No. 140 Scamozzi  No. 141 Roman Ionic  No. 142 Greek Ionic

COLUMNS — Schwerd columns are durable. Our 120+ years of experience in manufacturing wood columns has proven that the durability of a wood column depends upon the strength of the joint and the quality and thickness of the wood. Schwerd column construction was developed to meet each specific requirement. The wood is thoroughly seasoned Northern White Pine. The pride of craftsmanship and skilled techniques acquired by 120 years of specialized experience is applied. The resulting product is a "Schwerd Quality Column" specified by architects with complete confidence. Both standard and detail columns can be furnished from 4 in. to 50 in. in diameter and up to 35 ft. in length with matching pilasters.

If you are one of our old customers during the many years since our beginning in 1860, you know our product; if not, send us your inquiries and orders and join our list of satisfied customers. ■ SEND FOR OUR FREE CATALOG ■ Schwerd's complete aluminum bases for 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, and 30 in. dia. columns.

Schwerd's-Aluminum ventilated plinth and aluminum turned member base are manufactured of thick metal and are recommended for all exterior columns in the above diameters to provide a maintenance-free, seamless base which is guaranteed against deterioration for a lifetime.

A. F. SCHWERD MANUFACTURING COMPANY
telephone: 412-766-6322
3215 McClure Avenue  Pittsburgh, Pa. 15212
Comfort tonight!

Enjoy fireside comfort tonight and every night without wood, ashes or smoke. Your fire starts with the flick of a switch. And gas heat means instant on/instant off for carefree, safe operation. And since they vent through walls or existing chimneys, you can install them almost anywhere. Get the complete story from your ARROW or DOVRE dealer.

The DOVRE DV400 direct vent gas stove is available in cast iron or porcelainized finishes. It vents through the wall, through the ceiling or through an existing stove pipe.

The ARROW DV110 direct vent gas fireplace insert fits in masonry or manufactured fireplaces. No more struggle. No more smoke. Enjoy flames and plenty of heat at the flick of a switch.

Heatilator Inc. is a HON INDUSTRIES company • 1915 W. Saunders Street, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa 52641
800/843-2848 FAX 800/259-1549 • HEATILATOR, ARROW and DOVRE are registered trademarks of Heatilator Inc.
OLD-HOUSE INTERIORS is the quarterly magazine on decorating and furnishing ideas from the publishers of Old-House Journal. Intelligently written, beautifully photographed, this full-color magazine offers you expert advice on finishing, decorating, and furnishing period houses.

OLD-HOUSE INTERIORS includes everything inside the old house, from renovated bathrooms to carpets. It includes building elements — wainscot, doors and windows, hardware, plumbing fixtures — as well as finishes, furnishings, and textiles.

We give you beautiful photographs: lavish full-page room shots and close-up details. But we don't stop there. You'll find practical advice, plenty of background, and endless sources. Whether you're looking for an Empire sofa or push-button lighting switches, you'll find it in OLD-HOUSE INTERIORS.

OLD-HOUSE INTERIORS blends the historical approach with design flair. What you'll see is not decorating fads, but a classic approach to interior design. Here are just some of our regular features:

- OPEN HOUSE: Come with us inside real homes, tastefully and comfortably furnished for modern living, but true to character.
- FURNISHINGS: Editors' Choice! Noteworthy reproductions and interpretations of period style. Sophisticated, appropriate, and surprisingly diverse.
- IN THE PRESENT: Approaches to the special challenges of old-house living: too few bathrooms, unworkable kitchens, no closets, and nowhere to put the TV. Great solutions to old-house living!
- GARDEN ROOMS: Winter conservatories, porches for summer living, even garden plans that create outdoor “rooms” — all appropriate for older homes.
- HISTORIC HOUSE TOURS: See inside the country's best examples of period style.

TO ORDER . . .

For convenience, use the postpaid order card opposite.

BY PHONE: Call 1-800-462-0211 and charge to MC or VISA.

GIFTS: We're happy to send a gift card announcing you as donor. Fill out the card opposite or call the number above.
MORE STOREY STORIES

I enjoyed “four-storey stories” in the September/October 1994 issue. The tax advantage of gambrel roofs can be documented in the East in one well-known tax, the 1798 Federal Direct Tax. The storey within the gambrel roof often was not mentioned in the descriptions of buildings for the tax, or occasionally it was mentioned as a half storey. Perhaps a more practical advantage to the gambrel roof, however, was that it allowed framing of the roof with much shorter timbers, easier to fabricate and easier to handle.

Another apocryphal story I frequently encounter in late-18th- to mid-19th-century houses concerns a turned disk of ivory set in the top of the newel post. It is said to signify that the builder was paid in full, or that the mortgage was paid off. I suspect its sole function was actually ornamental — how boring.

And, in the East, the chief apocryphal story says that an old home’s bricks came over from England as a ship’s ballast. This, too, has questionable accuracy.

— James T. Wollon, Jr., AIA
Havre de Grace, Md.

MOTH TRAPS

IN RESPONSE TO A READER QUERY in the September/October issue regarding pantry moths, we have found pantry moth traps at feed and grain stores and at pet food stores. Or order them from Gardens Alive Co., 5100 Schenley Place, Lawrenceburg, IN 47025; (812) 537-8651.

— CLAIRE & PAUL WRIGHT
Hopkinton, Mass.

ROOFING CORRECTION

WE ENJOYED READING “SLATE AND SHINGLE LOOKALIKES” (September/October 1994). One correction, however: There are ASTM specifications for non-asbestos fiber-cement roofing shingles, shakes, and slate. The standards (ASTM C-1225-93) cover such factors as the products’ composition, strength, water tightness, and frost resistance.

— MARILYN MUELLER
Supradur Manufacturing
Rye, N.Y.

NOBODY TAKES CARE OF YOUR OLD HOUSE LIKE WE DO!

For Old House & Whole House Repair...INSIDE & OUT...Nothing Works & Lasts Like...
TUFF-KOTE'S QUALITY HOME & BUILDING REPAIR PRODUCTS!

Tuff-kote - Permanent repair for all exterior surfaces
Krack-kote - Ends wall & ceiling cracks forever
Roof-kote - Seals & waterproofs your roof in just one coat

When it comes to repairing & restoring, patching & sealing, preserving & protecting, you can trust your home to Tuff-Kote. After all, we've been making the finest home repair products you can buy for almost 50 years.

For FREE literature, dealer location & ordering information call: 1-800/827-2056
Tuff-Kote Company
210 Seminary Avenue, Woodstock, IL 60098
Introducing the new 1993 Crown City Collection Catalog. Expanded to over 370 pages, containing hundreds of new restoration and decorative hardware items, our newest catalog is the most complete hardware resource available today. It's filled with all periods and all types of hardware for doors, windows, cabinets, and furniture, as well as informative sections on product usage, installation, and style. Still only $6.50. To obtain your copy of the catalog send check to:

Crown City Hardware Co., 1047 N. Allen Ave., Dept JP94, Pasadena, CA 91104

Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.
RESTORER'S NOTEBOOK

BRUSH TIPS

here's some professional advice about paintbrushes. If paint gets all the way up to the ferrule (the metal band that holds the bristles), the tool will never be clean again and is essentially ruined. To prevent this, pre-soak a dry brush before each use with either water for latex paint, or mineral spirits for oil-based paint. Then, take care not to dip the bristles more than halfway into the paint. Also, hang the brush to dry after cleaning so liquids drip away from the ferrule. (That's what the hole in the handle is for.) Another great trick is buying a flea comb for dogs. It gets a brush far cleaner than any other tool, even the specialty brush combs sold in paint stores.

— Mark DiChiara
Atlanta, Ga.

A pair of locking pliers is an easy way to prevent losing a sash cord in the wall.

CORD HOLDER

When pulling window sash to replace glass or to reputty, many people put a nail through the sash cord to prevent it from getting sucked into the pocket. That's fine when it's a chain holding the counterweight, but it's a bit of a pain if it's a rope. I find that a small pair of locking pliers works better. Before I detach the rope from the sash, I clamp on the pliers. They hold it while I work. Once I'm done and the cord is resecured to the sash, removing the pliers is a snap.

— Lucy McLendon-Brown
Springfield, Ill.

PERFECT PLUGS

The trick to invisible wood dutchman repairs, my grandfather taught me, is to avoid patching at right angles to the grain. Use diamond or trapezoid plugs to fill the spots chiseled out of the moulding, floorboard, or whatever. Undercut the edges so they taper inward and prepare an exact-fitting plug from wood with look-alike flat or edge grain. (Often, he re-used wood from an out-of-the-way area of the house, such as inside a closet, to get a good match). Glue the plug tightly in place, leaving a hair above the surface, then sand it flush.

— A. Jackson
Santa Cruz, Calif.

YARDSTICK USES

I have found yardsticks useful for more than just measuring. I use them for shimming up cabinets, leveling furniture, and filling old hinge mortises on painted jambs. (It's a lot easier than ripping down stock on the table saw.) Just cut to size and nail into the mortise. You can putty around the edges and then sand flat. Yardsticks are cheap or free. I keep a couple on hand with the measurements already sanded off.

— Chelle Delaney
Jacksonville, Fla.

PLUMBING PEDAGOGY

Never screw a brass faucet directly onto old galvanized steel piping. Dissimilar metals that are joined in water create a battery-like condition, and the tiny electric current produced will lead to galvanic corrosion. (The same goes for all metal installations where there's water, including plumbing supply lines and mechanisms in toilet tanks as well as roof metals.) To prevent problems at faucets, use a dielectric fitting at the junction of different metals. This small adapter (available at plumbing supply houses) has a non-metallic bushing that keeps the metals from touching. If you have low water pressure at a tap, especially if you see sticky residue, it could be from galvanic corrosion. Remove the fixture and check the lines for buildup. A few feet of pipe immediately next to the dissimilar metal may need replacing.

— Jess Malone
Wilmington, Del.

Shape a dutchman plug so it doesn't cut directly across the grain.
Wood Restoration System

The New Standards To Restore & Replace Wood

Specified by the U.S. Government, national restoration centers, museums, architects, contractors and other professionals, Abatron's restoration materials handle virtually any wood repair problem. Results are guaranteed by years of incredible performance and our service.

LiquidWood®

Deep penetrating wood consolidant. High-strength and strong adhesion, clear, transparent, low viscosity. Regenerates and waterproofs wood by hardening after penetrating. Can be brushed or poured on. Ideal for rotted windowsills and frames, columns, doors, furniture, sculptures structural and decorative components of any size in/outdoors.

WoodEpox®

The most versatile, STRUCTURAL & decorative wood substitute & no-shrink adhesive putty used in any thickness to replace, repair, extend or fill wood and other materials in structures, frames, furniture, boats, components, sculptures, in/outdoors. Can be sawed, nailed, planed, stained, painted. Often stronger than the original, unaffected by water, weather and termites. A NEW STANDARD IN WOOD RESTORATION.

Abatron's Wood Restoration Kit contains LiquidWood A (resin) and B (hardener), WoodEpox A and B, and Abosolv solvent. Available in 5 pint, 5 quart, and 5 gallon sizes.

Call 1-800-445-1754
IN ILLINOIS 708-426-2200

ABATRON, INC.
5501 95th Ave., Dept. OH, Kenosha, WI 53144 USA

Since 1959, manufacturers of: Structural adhesives and sealants
Protective and waterproof coatings - Seamless floors - Grouts for pitted and spalled surfaces
Terrazzo systems - Expansion joints - Anchoring grouts for posts, precasts and structures
Underwater patching compounds - Resins for fibers and composites
Caulks - Crack injection resins
A HAND-DRAWN PORTRAIT OF YOUR HOME
BY ILLUSTRATOR DAVID LYMAN

PRINTED ON FRAMING QUALITY ART PAPER
ART SIZE APPROX 8.5"X11" PERFECT FOR FRAMING
YOU MAY ADD $15 FOR 100 PREMIUM QUALITY
5X7" SINGLE-FOLD NOTES & ENVELOPES, ALONG
WITH THE LARGER PRINT
BEAUTIFUL HOUSE-WARMING, HOLIDAY OR
FIRST-HOME GIFT

PLEASE INCLUDE CLEAR PHOTO AND $195
(WA RESIDENTS - ILL PAY YOUR TAX)
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

DAVID LYMAN 10266 37TH AVE N.E.
SEATTLE, WA 98155

Established 1893
312/847-6300
DECORATORS SUPPLY CORPORATION
3610 S. MORGAN ST. • CHICAGO, IL 60609

A LOVE OF THE HEART...
America's premier flooring manufactured
from antique heart pine timbers

J.L. Powell & Co. Inc.
(910) 642-8989 • (800) 237-2007
600 South Madison Street
Whiteville, N.C. 28472

Heritage Village Colors
ORIGINAL OIL BASE FORMULA

Heritage Village colors were selected for authentic reproduction of
18th and 19th century architecture. They are suitable for most exterior and
interior surfaces, walls, woodwork, trim, furniture and decorative painting. With
the harmonious colors in this collection, color schemes for your entire
house can be created, limited only by your imagination. These coatings have
a superior workability and depth of color that make Heritage Village Colors the benchmark of
colours in the architectural field.

PRIMROSE DISTRIBUTING
5445 Rose Road, South Bend, IN 46628
(800) 332-7043 M-F 8-5 EST

CRYPHIA COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, PA
(215) 247-7080

DEALER INQUIRY INVITED
DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE FREE
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HOME SAVERS®  
CHIMNEY LINERS  
FOR RESTORING GREAT OLD CHIMNEYS ON GREAT OLD HOMES  
Lifetime warranty for woodburning applications. UL Listed. Call or write for a 
FREE brochure and the name of an installer/dealer in your area. 1-800-437-6685,  
ext. 500; 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. Central Time, Monday through Friday.  
HomeSaver Chimney Liners, P.O. Box 664, Fairfield, IA 52556

Calcinine Ceiling Blues?  
Try Sterling's Olde Yankee Towne ready-mixed Calci-Coater  
• Seals old calcimine surfaces  
• Succeeds where most paints fail  
• Time tested answer for older buildings  
• Topcoat with oil or latex paints  
• May be tinted with oil or universal colors  
For other old house restoration jobs, try:  
• 5fs non-flammable paint remover  
• Old Time Linseed Oil Putty  
• Sterling Elastic Glazing Compound  
• Quik & Clear vinyl wood finish  
For a restoration products brochure, write to:  
OHJ Catalog  
SCL Corporation, Box J  
Malden, MA 02148

DC-171  
Deluxe shower system.  
Custom models available.  
$475*  
Special offer!  
A limited supply of complete showers systems are available (DC-171) for only  
$350.  
We will make our shower conversions (DC-171, DC-101) fit practically any  
deck, floor, or vertical mounted tub ever made.  
DC-101  
Adjustable from 3/4″ to 12″  
Custom widths great for predrilled holes in marble sinks  
DC-161  
$225*  
19 Thompson Street, Winchester, MA 01890

All our products are made of heavy-duty solid cast brass with finishes in polished
untreated brass, supercoat epoxy brass, chrome, and nickel plated. Prices quoted are for polished uncoated brass, other finishes are slightly higher.
A Chevy House Road Trip

BY JAMES C. MASSEY AND SHIRLEY MAXWELL

This Reading the Old House turns the table and answers our question about "Chevy Houses" (see "An Architectural Rummage Sale" September/October 1993). Second-hand reports about a 1920s housing phenomenon — new homes that came complete with a new car in the driveway — piqued our interest, and we wanted to know more. Did any OHJ readers have direct experience with this novel merchandising approach?

Sure enough, the ink had hardly dried on the issue when, to our delight, Barbara and Jim Wagner confirmed the existence of Chevy houses. The Wagners kindly showed us around their two properties and an entire community of these small, 1920s cottages in Garrett Park, Maryland, a quiet, railroad suburb of Washington, D.C. The houses were developed by Maddux, Marshall, and Company and were promoted in a brochure entitled, "A Residential Park Development of Charm and Distinction." The brochure begins with an impressive mission statement: "Placing within [a family's] reach ownership of home, the pleasure of one's own car, and other elements of Human Happiness — such is the impelling idea in back of the development of beautiful, rustic Garrett Park, the suburb ideal."

The Chevy House style might be described as a sort of Cape Cod with a prominent front porch — a modest, generically traditional, all-American approach. Three different models of these economical cottages — the Roseland, Sylvan, and Woodbine — were built with varying designs for their entry porches. All the models featured a living room, kitchen, single bathroom, a dining alcove with built-in benches and table (a breakfast nook-like feature that wasn't in the kitchen), a folding Murphy bed in the living room, and a built-in Atwater-Kent radio. The Chevrolet and the garage were both extras, but their cost could be included in the house mortgage, making one convenient monthly payment for the whole package. In fact, buyers had their choice of any Chevrolet model on the market — roadster, touring car, touring sport model, utility coupe, four-passenger coupe, or five-passenger sedan.

Today, Chevy houses are still sought after because their exterior designs "read" as well as more expensive houses. Although most have received substantial additions or alterations, it is surprising how many have survived with their basic features intact. The Chevrolet may be long-gone, but the charm of these picturesque frame cottages lingers.

The appeal of classic Cape Cod exteriors with pedimented porches have insured the survival of Chevy Houses, such as this 1927 Sylvan model.
Traditional & Contemporary Wooden Windows & Doors

- Authentic Historic Reproductions
- Muntins to 7/8" with Insulating Glass in Virtually Any Shape
- Weight and Pulley Counter Balance Systems
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The Lost Art of Steam Heating
by Dan Holohan

A 504-page "labor of love" from a steam heat expert. Text from old heating books and visits to hundreds of basements and antique heating systems. Written in plain English with over 300 easy-to-follow illustrations and photos. Written for folks who are in love with the charm and elegance of steam systems, but who are tired of the banging and clanging, spitting air vents, uneven heat and high fuel bills.

$35. incl. S&H. CHECKS ONLY.
30-DAY SATISFACTION GUARANTEE.

Dan Holohan Associates
63 North Oakdale Avenue
Bethpage, NY 11714

Woodstone® is a registered trademark of the Woodstone Company

Anytime Anywhere Anywood

CURVED or STRAIGHT MOLDINGS

Both are yours with a W&H Molder/Planer

Thousands of professionals and serious woodworkers use our American-made cast iron molder/planers to produce smooth moldings, raised panels, crowns and curved molding.

In the shop or at the job site, W&H meets your needs every day with quick knife changeover and ultimate versatility with all kinds of wood.

Over 40 years of experience supports our products with a 5 year warranty! Call or write today for our FREE information kit!

800-258-1380 (USA) 603-654-6828
FAX 603-654-5446

Williams & Hussey Machine Co., Inc.
Dept 564KM
P.O. Box 1149 Wilton, NH 03086
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For brochure: Please send $3.00 for shipping and handling
DEPT OH, BOX 223, WESTMINSTER • VERMONT 05158
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Elegance You Can Afford
FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

Direct from King's, the Designers and Makers.

$3.75 for 90-page illustrated catalog (1st class mail) of our All-crystal chandeliers; our genuine SWAROVSKY STRASS; our handsome, hand-polished brass and crystal (wired) Victorian gas reproductions. Satisfaction guaranteed.

KING'S CHANDELIER COMPANY
910-623-6188
PO Box 667 Dept OHJ-1194 Eden NC 27288

MANUFACTURER'S PRICES

Elegance You Can Afford

FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

Direct from King's, the Designers and Makers.

$3.75 for 90-page illustrated catalog (1st class mail) of our All-crystal chandeliers; our genuine SWAROVSKY STRASS; our handsome, hand-polished brass and crystal (wired) Victorian gas reproductions. Satisfaction guaranteed.

KING'S CHANDELIER COMPANY
910-623-6188
PO Box 667 Dept OHJ-1194 Eden NC 27288
**Snow Job**

As the owners of a Queen Anne located in the snowbelt, we have a recurring problem with excessive snowfalls that rip off our gutters. We've tried metal, but it only twists and gets bent out of shape; vinyl breaks off. What should we do?

— J.P. Leguerrrier

Chesterville, Ont.

Heavy snowfalls and a steeply pitched roof add up to damaged gutters on the Leguerrriers’ Ontario Queen Anne.

Another weapon for battling falling snow is the snow guard. These little brackets are made for all types of roofing and are useful for holding snow up on the roof, especially above entrances. They are widely available through roofing suppliers, including: Snow Management Systems, Inc., P.O. Box 1505, Stowe, VT 05672; (802) 888-8573 or Northern Roof Tile Sales Co., P.O. Box 275, Millgrove, ON L0R 1V0; (905) 627-4035. Be sure your roof can handle the weight of the trapped snow.

**Why Sky Blue?**

Here in the South, historic houses all seem to have sky blue porch ceilings. No one I have spoken to knows why. Please share any information you have on this.

— Jane Calhoun

Ruston, La.

Indeed, light blue is the norm for old porch ceilings (as gray is for their floors). This likely comes from a combination of aesthetics and practicality. Victorian taste-makers believed in using the colors found in nature. (Some Renaissance decorators even painted cumulus clouds on the blue background.) More importantly, however, light blue reflects light well, an important feature on porch ceilings, which blocked light into the front parlor. Old porch ceilings were not always light blue, however. In cases where the porch ceiling had exposed rafters, Victorian painters sometimes chose to paint the ceiling the main color of the house and to use the trim color to pick out the structural members. Beadboard ceilings were often varnished.

**Heatilator Cleanup**

Hantavirus, the cause of the mysterious deaths on a New Mexico Navajo reservation in 1993, is spread by mice and is now a serious health threat in the South.
Till the hours of light return.

Matthew Arnold

We offer over 1500 handcrafted plaster ornaments for the building industry. Custom reproduction is also available.

THE FISCHER & JIROUCH CO.
4821 Superior Ave. • Cleveland, OH 44103

Tel. (216) 361-3840  FAX (216) 361-0650

Over 50 Grille Sizes & Designs
LARGEST SELECTION OF IN-STOCK CAST IRON OR BRASS REGISTERS & GRILLES.
Enhance the appearance of your home. Whether building, remodeling or simply redecorating, our beautiful 100% solid cast grilles finish off any room perfectly. Ideal with forced-hot-air systems, wood stoves, even solar collectors.

 Request our color catalog $1.00

The Reggio Register Co.
Dept. D411 P.O. Box 511
Ayer, MA 01432

CALL (508) 772-3493

Light the way inside or out, with authentic reproduction fixtures handcrafted in solid brass or cast-iron. For a complete source on light, request our catalogue.
Ask OHJ

[continued from page 20] west as well as throughout the United States. We would like to sanitize our Heatilator fireplace, where we know mice were nesting. Air channels travel under the hearth, back behind the firebox, and out through an array of bricks centered over the entrance to the fireplace, creating a difficult area to clean. What is the best way to disinfect it and to make sure the firebox is safe to use?

— Lauren & Harry McGavran
Los Alamos, N. Mex.

WE SPOKE TO ROBERT C. STRUBLE, senior product manager at Heatilator Inc., who offered this advice for cleaning and disinfecting your fireplace circulation unit. First remove the metal grille or soldiered bricks that form the air inlets at the base of the fireplace. Snake a vacuum cleaner hose in as far as you can and remove the debris. (If you're concerned about the virus, you might want to locate the vacuum outside to prevent exhausting into the living area.) If you cannot remove all the debris, try rinsing the unit from the top by pouring water through the vents above the firebox — a messy last resort. Then saturate the unit with a disinfectant, rinse, and allow it to dry. Lastly, light a good hot fire to kill any remaining bacteria. Whatever action you take, do not close off your built-in circulator. That can lead to superheating the air inside, a serious fire hazard.

A 1928 advertisement from Home Builders Catalog shows how air circulates through and warms in a Heatilator fireplace unit.

Shower Yourself with History

Recapture the elegance of the Victorian era with exclusive hand-crafted taps and fittings from H.E. Rudge and Company Limited. Made by British craftsmen with a tradition in brass foundry work dating back over ninety years.

Many styles available.

Call or write for a Free Color Brochure
1-800-522-7336
FAX: (214) 271-9726

Special Limited Time Pricing!
(Ref. OHJ-1194)

No. 48 from $763.13
No. 61 from $272.25
No. 563 from $324.00
No. 452 from $285.00

HARDWARE+Plus, Inc.
701 E. Kingsley Road • Garland, TX 75041
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INTERIOR WOODEN STORM WINDOWS

SAVE ENERGY AND KEEP YOUR ORIGINAL WINDOWS.
- Premium Wood Construction w/Brass Hardware
- Narrow Profile Frame won't hide sash.
- (Storms) Remove easily for cleaning and storage.
Complete fabrication and installation offered throughout New England

by ARCHITECTURAL DETAIL IN WOOD
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Warm Radiant Heat!

HEATWAY
1-800-255-1996
3131 West Chestnut Expressway
Springfield, Missouri 65802

The invisible heating system. Place Entran hose under your floor for warm, even heat that is clean and cost efficient. Save up to 40% on your energy bills. For more information about this warm water system for remodeling or new construction from Heatway, call:
(800) 255-1996

VICTORIAN WALLPAPERS

- Handprinted Borders, Friezes, Ceiling Papers & Coordinated Wall Fills.
- Available Directly from our Studio by Mail Order.
- In-house Design Service.
- Color Catalog with Binder: $10.00

BRADBURY & BRADBURY ART WALLPAPERS
P.O. BOX 155-C • BENICIA, CA. 94510
(707) 746-1900
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When new, the Ansonia Hotel—"the most flamboyant of the early New York luxury apartment buildings"—included reception rooms, a palm garden, three restaurants, a theater, a ballroom, and a swimming pool.
Throughout American history, "house" and "home" have been almost inseparable ideas. Home might be a fully detached structure in a suburban cul-de-sac or a row house on a busy city street, a Victorian mansion or a 1950s split-level, but the basic concept has never changed. One house, one home, one front door that opens (and closes) on one family's life — or maybe not.

The Origins of Apartments

Since the third quarter of the 19th century, the homes of many Americans have not been in single-family houses, but in multi-unit buildings: cooperative, condominium, or rental apartments. The fact is, many old-house owners share their front doors with a dozen or a hundred neighbors.

Apartment living is a mostly big-city phenomenon that came late to America, but it is a practice that is almost as old as Western civilization, leaving aside southwestern Native American cliff dwellings and pueblos. High-rise (70' or higher) apartment buildings or insulae in first-century Rome are well documented and may go back to 300 B.C. After the fall of the Roman Empire, apartment construction dropped off, but it revived as European cities began to grow again in the late-medieval period. The obvious incentive for such housing is the lack of space and the high cost of land in densely populated areas.

Even before the Civil War, it was obvious that the United States's fast-growing urban population required more homes for the poor, the expanding middle class, and even the growing ranks of the incredibly wealthy. Cities were clearly running out of buildable land in desirable locations and were in danger of losing their middle-class citizenry to cheaper homes in the suburbs. Some reformers like Calvert Vaux, one of the great popularizers of rural residences in the mid-19th century, were quick to understand that not every urbanite was willing to pull up stakes and head for suburbia to find a decent place to live. In an 1857 presentation to the American Institute of Architects, Vaux proposed a solution to the dilemma: an elegant design for a four-storey, 50' wide, multifamily "Parisian Building" — an apartment house. It was never built, but the seed of change was sown.

So in the frantic post-war building boom, American architects and developers seized upon what many considered a risky (and to some, risqué) idea from Europe: stacked housing or what was soon called apartment houses. The first such dwellings were called French flats, in recognition of the fact that France supplied the model for many of the new buildings. There were other
European sources of inspiration as well. The English, Welsh, and Irish clung to the row house for relief from urban housing shortages, often creating tall, thin, unlivable buildings that were cruel experiments in vertical housekeeping. On the other hand, Scotland — which, incidentally, contributed the term “flat” to our vocabulary — had a well-established apartment house tradition dating to the 16th century. The average height for these tenements (still the Scottish term for apartment buildings) was six or seven storeys.

Reactions of the Middle Class

APARTMENT HOUSES WOULD EVENTUALLY BLOSSOM IN THE United States, at least in the largest cities, but it would take time and practice for Americans to cotton to the idea. The middle class, responding to Victorian mores, were deeply uneasy about living so close to each other. They worried about what would happen to the family’s privacy with all those nosey strangers lurking just beyond thin interior walls and floors. Even the concierge and doorman, whose oversight was relied on to prevent unwelcome intrusions from the outside world, were suspect because of their tendency to gossip.

Above all, there was the family’s middle-class image in the community to be considered. Moving to an apartment house seemed dangerously like taking rooms in someone else’s rundown and subdivided house (actually a fairly common practice) or in a hotel or boardinghouse (also increasingly common), any of which could be thought to signal at least a lack of social progress, if not downward mobility or even questionable character. Worse yet, apartment houses sounded too much like tenements, those horrid urban boxes that began to appear in the 1830s, where immigrants and the very poor were crammed into tiny, dark, airless compartments known as railroad flats. At first glance,
then, an apartment seemed hardly a proper home for a family of the self-respecting middle class.

Yet, apartments were affordable, and they were conveniently located. What's more, they frequently offered much more than the comforts of the average home. In fact, they made it possible to live almost like rich people, who enjoyed their own apartment lives without fretting over any loss of privacy or virtue. Many of the most onerous household tasks, including cooking, laundry, childcare, supervision of servants (not to mention providing living quarters for them), could be efficiently handled through centralized, cooperative arrangements paid for by the individual apartment owners themselves. (In fact, the term cooperative apartment sprang from just that aspect of pooled resources.) Feminists, such as Sarah Gilman Young, leapt to the defense of apartment living in the 1870s. The idea was to lighten the workload for women at a time when housekeeping was becoming harder and lonelier because potential domestic helpers were turning to factory jobs.

Not everyone agreed with that premise, however. One objection to apartment living (which may have been voiced mostly by men) was that there was so little for women to do in an apartment that they were liable to forget how to run a household (woman's true vocation, according to Victorian thinkers such as Catharine Beecher), while neglecting the welfare of their families for city pleasures like visiting and shopping.

Single Living

However, there was very little objection to one early apartment type. Bachelor flats were considered dandy ways for young men to leave the family home without taking on the rigors of house ownership (or marriage). Such flats provided a parlor, bedroom, and bath as well as laundry service, but no kitchen and no prepared meals, except for breakfast. (Perhaps it was feared the inhabitants might become too comfortable and choose to be bachelors forever.) They were expected to eat at their clubs or nearby restaurants. There were fewer such facilities for single women, and these usually included vestigial kitchens, in which the residents could cook their own meals and practice the arts of homemaking for the day when they would have larger kitchens of their own. Sewing machines were banned from the apartments, however, to prevent any possible confusion with tenements, in which women often made their living by sewing for hire.

America's entry into the apartment house era progressed hesitantly for a decade or two, centering mostly on New York, Boston, and Chicago in the 1870s, before spreading to other cities in the 1880s. Many smaller cities, such as Baltimore, held firm against the apartment house onslaught, but by the turn of the century, millions of American families were calling apartments home. Constantly improving technology, particularly the perfection of the hydraulic elevator, made the transition from house to apartment relatively easy, although not quite as labor-free as initially advertised (most apartment owners chose to keep kitchens). The elevator sent apartment buildings soaring to formerly unscalable heights, with no need to set foot on the stairs. Central heat, toilets, and running water in every unit were quickly seen as essential features of apartment living, and all went a long way toward removing any remaining social stigma attached to multifamily buildings, since their presence clearly (and sometimes legally) distinguished respectable apartments from tenements.

Apartment Hotels

Despite the rather unsavory connotations of the residential hotel, many early apartment buildings were called apartment-hotel, to indicate that they included hotel-like services, such as centralized kitchen and laundry facilities. Nineteenth-century apartment buildings were even given fancy names like those used for hotels (the Dorchester, the Ansonia, the Agassiz, etc.). The naming craze abated after World War I, when the best addresses became just that—street addresses with no names attached.

Perhaps the first true apartment building in the United States was an apartment-hotel, the Hotel Pelham...
Many of the best apartment houses were identified only by address, rather than by pretentious names. A major feature of fashionable apartment buildings was a grand entrance with an equally grand lobby inside. This terra-cotta example in Washington, D.C., is one of the finest.

in Boston, constructed in 1857 (Alfred Stone, architect) and no longer standing. Even with its six-story height and first-floor commercial uses, the Pelham seems to have blended happily enough into its fashionable residential neighborhood. Although designed only for permanent residents, it offered many hotel services, such as a public dining room, and some notable hotel inconveniences, such as shared toilets and baths and no private kitchens in any of its eighteen apartments.

Wealthy Designs

APARTMENT HOUSE DEVELOPERS AND ARCHITECTS AT FIRST opted for buildings that had a houselike look. Sometimes they sought to create what seemed from the street to be one grand mansion; at other times they chose a design that resembled a series of tall row houses. The design of Stuyvesant Flats, which opened in New York in 1869 (the city’s first purpose-built apartment house), made for an even more congenial relationship with its neighborhood. The work of prominent architect Richard Morris Hunt, the low four-story building with two discreetly placed entrances contained sixteen well-lit and airy apartments, including some small studios under the mansard roof. The Stuyvesant was demolished in 1957.

New York’s first true luxury apartment house, the Dakota (1884), so named because, the wags maintained, its Central Park West location might as well have been in the Dakota Territory, is still a highly sought-after place to live. Certainly the record for grandeur, at least as measured in square feet, must go to the flat designed for the Edward F. Huttons on New York’s Fifth Avenue in 1925. With fifty-four rooms, outdoor sleeping porches off the master bedrooms, a rooftop playground for the Hutton children, and a private driveway and lobby, it is said to be the largest apartment ever constructed — bigger than the detached mansion that it replaced on the site. It was only after the wealthy had shown the way that the middle class were able to embrace apartment houses with some conviction.

As time and technology marched on, apartment-house design presented another perplexing aesthetic question. On the grand scale that the elevator made possible and the high cost of land made necessary after the 1880s, almost any building was likely to wind up looking like a commercial structure, especially since the ground floor often was devoted to stores, restaurants, or offices.

Aesthetics aside, apartment house floor plans required juggling often-competing needs for privacy, light, air, efficiency, and economy throughout the building, particularly in ones that sat on narrow single lots or in the middle of a block. Various building shapes — H, C, U, and the dumbbell, for instance — evolved over the years to deal with these problems. Interior courtyards were popular if the developer could acquire enough lots to spare the space for them. Otherwise, judiciously placed air shafts...
were relied on to provide windows, air circulation, and light.

Geographic variations on building plans were common, especially for smaller apartment buildings. Boston, for example, developed the Triple-Decker — one apartment on each of three floors (see Vernacular Houses). Chicago preferred the Six-Flat, which was pretty much the same as a double Triple-Decker. Duplexes, in which one apartment was spread over two floors with an interior stair-case providing passage between the floors, were popular with some builders and owners, although they were seen as wasteful of expensive space by others. Triplexes were less common — and less convenient. Generally, it was the one-storey plan that offered the most apartment for the least money and effort and proved most popular.

The development of the elevator, followed by advances in air conditioning technology, led to a complete re-thinking of the high, hot garret spaces that had once been reserved for servants' quarters or artisans' workrooms. The top floors and penthouse became the choicest space in the building, the lofty and expensive domain of the wealthiest apartment owners. The elevator also made rooftops the city equivalent of the suburban backyard — play space for children and adults, even gardens that flourished above the noise and grime of the city below.

From the beginning, the opportunity to design on a grand scale and impact urban streetscapes led many able architects to specialize in the apartment-house genre. Over the years, apartment house architects have imbued apartment buildings with 19th- and 20th-century style, from Chateauesque, Romanesque, and Beaux-Arts to Art Deco, Moderne, and Modern. Harvey J. Hardenbergh, architect of the Dakota Apartments, gave his clients an elegant Chateausque building that has lost virtually none of its interior or exterior details — nor any of its appeal as a desirable residence. On a less elevated plane, there are thousands of humble flats peering out from beneath the deep, exposed eaves of 1910s Arts & Crafts buildings around the country — also happy homes.

Some noted architects were also intrigued by the apartment house's potential for providing well-designed mass housing at moderate cost. Frank Lloyd Wright's 1895 designs for the Edward C. Waller and the Francisco Terrace Apartments in Chicago were among his early attempts at buildings that combined social conscience with innovative construction techniques.

Coming full circle, many apartment houses have been converted in recent years from rental units to cooperative or condominium status, giving the individual apartment owners the responsibilities and the joys of ownership.

Many three-storey apartment buildings in the Fan District of Richmond, Virginia, have generous covered porches for each of the six apartments.
BACK ON TRACK

Getting the kinks out of pocket doors

You've tried yanking, wiggling, screaming, and swearing, but that dang pocket door is still hiding in the wall. If you can coax the beauty out, it scrapes noisily across the floor and is out of line with its partner. Maybe using the doors is such a hassle, you don't even bother.

I have repaired numerous old pocket doors and have developed a technique for fixing one of the most common designs. These particular doors hang from two-wheeled trucks that ride on a wood track. Usually the rails of the track have warped, worn, or moved as the building settled and no longer provide an even riding surface. My cure is to shim the tracks to level and cover them with a metal liner. Typically, this requires no plaster demolition and only minimal moulding removal.

Starting Simple

Shine a flashlight into the narrow crevice above your pocket doors to find out what kind of system you've got. (You can also feel around with your fingers.) Some of the techniques that I will describe carry over to other types, but overall my method is specifically for double-wheeled, wood-track doors (see "Identifying Pocket Door Systems," p.33). First, try out a few easy steps for fixing doors. Proceed to the rest of my process only if they fail.

Minor hangups can be fixed using the height adjustment screws located between the door and each wheel assembly, or truck. It's possible that you can get the doors to clear floors, hang plumb, and meet each other correctly simply by turning these screws.

If not, you'll need to get at the recess above your doors. It is a surprisingly messy operation, so spread a drop cloth, and don your eye and respiratory protection. Care-
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Joseph Corlett
fully remove the stop moulding (and the head jamb if necessary). Clip off the nails, or pull them through the back. Now pull a door all the way out of its pocket. If it won’t budge, place your foot at the base and pull the top out. Remove your foot and pull out the bottom. Continue “walking” the door to the access.

Remove the height adjustment screw to get the door off the track. There are access panels near the center of the rails; these cover service ports for removing the wheels. Remove the panels and ports (right), then stick your fingers in, grasp the wheel frame, and slide it off the mounting plate. Remove it through the port. Repeat this process for the other trucks. (Sometimes getting the second set to the access involves removing a door jamb or framing.) If the trucks are cracked or broken, there’s your problem (see “Replacement Parts,” p. 33).

Check the track for strength and condition. Hanging 100-pound weight from the track should cause minimal deflection (say 1/8”). Are the rails screwed tightly into solid framing? Often they have pulled away from their anchors over the years. If so, refasten them with wood screws (in pre-drilled holes). Rehang the doors and see if the problem is solved. If not, it’s a good bet the track has warped, and it may be time for my leveling and lining technique, which follows.

Leveling the Track

First, determine the extent of the problem. Are the rails true? Use an 8’ spirit level or, if you can’t get the tool into the opening, use a good straightedge with a 4’ level. If that’s impossible too, use a water level or laser level. You’ll also need to check the parallelism — or level across the two rails — every 10” as far as you can reach into the pocket. Sometimes, though, there is not enough room to get even a torpedo level across both rails; in this case, make a parallelism jig — a simple wood T, made of straight boards, either rabbeted or lap-jointed in an accurate right angle (see p. 32). Tape a torpedo level to its leg to read the parallelism. Also check the jambs and floor to be sure they’re plumb and level. (If they’re not, when you level your doors jamb, floor, and doors won’t be flush.)

The most common problem I find is that the rails have come out of level and are no longer parallel, causing the doors to bind or catch the floor.

Prepare a metal liner for each wood rail. Use 1/4” x 3/4” cold-rolled, angle (L-shaped) steel available at metal supply shops and from welders. One liner will rest on each wood rail (see p. 32). Cut lengths 2” shorter than the wood track (the wheels don’t ride that far anyway and it’ll make your job easier). Place them on top of the tracks, mark the service ports; then take them out of the wall, cut notches, and set them aside.

Mark a level line across both jambs about 3’ above the floor. These will be your reference points for leveling the rails. Use strips of countertop laminate (such as Formica) to shim the rails to level. Laminate is available in many grades — offering a good variety of thicknesses for careful shimming. I find that having a supply of six strips at about ½” and six at about ¼” is a good start. (You can buy, or salvage, the laminate remnants you’ll need from a cabinet shop.) Cut ¼” strips that are the full length of the metal liner for starters, then cut pieces as needed to bring each section of rail to level. (Often, a whole rail needs to be brought up and using pieces is much harder than using full length strips.) For major shimming, use hardwood strips ripped to the thickness needed.

Stack shims on the wood rails until you have a level run parallel with the ref...
ADJUSTING FOR SIZE

Many times, bowing of the track has caused the doors to hang up. In other cases, large gaps appear under them. One of the most crucial repair steps is to size the opening for the door. Dimension B must be \( \frac{1}{4}'' \) smaller than Dimension A (below).

---

**With the laminate strips and wood shims glued in place and bolted to the rail liners, test the parallelism of the rails once again. They may need further adjustment.**

---

Measure from the top of the shims to the floor's high point (located with a level) and note as dimension A (see right). Without rehanging the door, insert the track into the mounting plate and thread the adjustment screw halfway in. Measure from the door bottom to the wheel bottom and note as dimension B. Dimension B must be \( \frac{1}{4}'' \) less than dimension A (\( \frac{3}{8}'' \) floor-to-door clearance plus \( \frac{3}{8}'' \) steel liner thickness). If dimension B is too large, do not trim the door; you must add shims to the track. If dimension B is less than dimension A by more than \( \frac{1}{4}'' \), remove shims until you reach \( \frac{1}{8}'' \) difference. Remember to keep the rails level and parallel after changes.

**Bolting It All Together**

Carefully glue the shims to the rails using dabs of construction adhesive. (It's easiest to take them out of the recess in their positions, glue them together, and then dab on adhesive to stick them to the rails.) Place the rails on top (do not glue), with proper spacing for the wheel flange. Starting at the access, press the steel to the shims with your fingertips and hold or, if possible, clamp. Bore \( \frac{1}{4}'' \) holes through the wood track, shims, and just far enough into the steel to make a legible mark. Locate one hole every 16'' as far as you can reach into the pocket.

Remove the steel from the shims. Finish drilling the holes and countersink them on the wheel side. Countersink generously, or you'll feel and hear a bump every time a wheel moves across a screw head. Remove any burrs.

Place the steel back on the shimmed rails and drop \#14 flat head machine screws through the holes. Use screws that are long enough to accept washers, lock washers, and bolts. (The shanks should pass through the holes without turning.) Because you are reaching between the rails and into the cavity, this operation can be very difficult. A small magnet attached to the end of a fiberglass ice fishing pole...
Place each truck into the service port and onto the track. Rest the door in place on two 3/8" thick wood shims. With your hand in the access, slide the wheel frames onto the mounting bracket on the door. Remove the shims and the door will hang from the wheels.

Turn the height adjustment screw on each end of the door to get it to meet its partner and the jamb evenly, and to clear the floor. Place a 4' level on the edge and adjust the doors to plumb and get escutcheons to meet strike plates. Smear wheel-bearing grease along the rails, then push the doors back and forth several times to spread it. Your original stop moulding or jamb may not fit now. If not, store the original moulding and fabricate reproduction trim to match.

Then listen to the whoosh of a flying pocket door.

**REPLACEMENT PARTS**

Fixing the track won't do much good if the old iron wheels or axles are broken. We haven't found any companies that carry stock reproduction parts (probably because there were so many types), however we've found a few professional restorers who will custom reproduce wheels and other mechanics.

Blaine Window Hardware
17319 Blaine Drive
Dept. OHJ
Hagerstown, MD 21740
(301) 797-6500

Leo Custom Hardware
7532 Columbus Avenue S.
Dept. OHJ
Minneapolis, MN 55423
(612) 861-1473

If there is simply no salvaging your pocket door trucks, you could install a new track system for your old doors. Here are a couple of suppliers for modern kits.

National Mfg. Company
P.O. Box 577
Dept. OHJ
Sterling, IL 61081
(800) 435-4672

Johnson Hardware
P.O. Box 1126
Dept. OHJ
Elkhart, IN 46515
(800) 837-5664

Identifying Pocket Door Systems

THERE ARE THREE CATEGORIES OF POCKET DOOR systems. The first, popular in the early-19th century, rolls on wheels at its bottom with a wood peg guide at the top. The second is a later model which hangs from tracks above; first on double-wheeled units that ride on wood tracks (the type repaired in this article), later with single wheels on metal tracks or in metal tube-like rails. With the industrial explosion of the late-19th century, patents were taken out on a third type of system with no wheels, relying on scissor-like hardware inside the pocket — many of these were short-lived designs. Shining a flashlight into the recess above your doors should tell you what you've got. However, there are many variations of all of these types. Repairing yours will take ingenuity and an understanding of how they work.

For bottom rolling doors, the Russell and Erwin door Sheave, 1860s.
Indoor Rain: The Shower
by Stephen G. Del Sordo

MODERN AND CONVENIENT BATHROOMS ARE THE HOLY GRAILS OF MOST BUILDING REMODELERS. OLD-HOUSE RESTORERS WANT CONVENIENT BATHROOMS TOO, BUT WE ALSO WANT THEM TO HAVE A PERIOD APPEARANCE AND "FEEL."

To supply this interest in older bathroom schemes, an extensive reproduction fixture industry has blossomed in the last decade or two. Many of these fixtures, as well as advice on their fashionable use, can be found in old magazine illustrations, decorator books, and manufacturer's advertising — all legitimate sources of restoration information. Suprisingly, such literature reveals the shower as a rather recent addition to the historic bathroom. Since showers are today's primary mode of personal hygiene and, original or not, likely candidates for a restored bathroom, it's good to look at their various incarnations over a century or so of existence.

Early Showers and Sociology

IN FACT, IT WAS UNCOMMON FOR HOMES BUILT PRIOR TO THE 1920S TO HAVE A SHOWER AT ALL. AS AN EXAMPLE, THE BATHROOM IN MY 1910 HOME ON MARYLAND'S EASTERN SHORE, STILL MOSTLY ORIGINAL, IS SIMPLY A SINK, TOILET, AND LARGE CLAW-FOOT TUB. FOR MANY HOMEOWNERS, ADDING A SHOWER (EVEN TO AN EXISTING BATHTUB) WAS AN UNNECESSARY EXPENSE. THERE WAS THE BILL FOR THE EXTRA PLUMBING AND INSTALLATION, AND THERE WAS THE HIDDEN COST OF CONSTANTLY REPAIRING WOOD WAINSCOT AND PLASTER — THE PRINCIPAL WALL COVERING IN PRE-WORLD-WAR I

In 1923, bathrooms had white porcelain fixtures, including a built-in tub with a single-head shower, according to this advertisement for a Standard Sanitary Manufacturing Co. bathroom (left).

bathrooms. The only thing between these surfaces and the shower spray was a rubber or duck-canvas curtain.

Even where plumbing was common, showers were rare at first because they only served half the population. Evolved from bathhouses, barracks, gymnasiums, schools, and the like, early showers that doused the bather vertically from overhead had been around since at least the 1880s, but were strongly associated with athleticism and the male body. Moreover, the pressure of the stream was considered too much for the weaker sex, who generally preferred tubs. "Indeed, some constitutions cannot stand the rigors of shower bathing," wrote house authority Charles E. White, Jr. in 1914, "a practice which should be resorted to only under the advice of a physician."

Colored porcelain hit bathrooms in the late 1920s, when technological advances made it possible. Companies such as Crane's in this 1937 ad (top) and Standard in a 1930 promotion (bottom) used bright schemes to attract consumers.
Spritzing at the Turn of the Century

TO BE SURE, THERE HAVE ALWAYS BEEN THE EQUIVALENT of today's technology buffs who experimented with showers and other mechanical advances in their homes, but one had to be relatively wealthy to play the game. A perfect illustration is the 1905 Fort Pitt Supply Company catalog, which shows an elaborate shower installation with a full complement of directional sprays for $297 to $400. By comparison, the 1910 Home Builder's Catalog from Sears, Roebuck and Company lists their most expensive bathroom outfit — sans shower — for $45.05. That sum included a 5' tub, lavatory, and water closet, along with the fittings for each.

The state-of-the-art shower in the 'teens was not a sole head above the bather, but an array of tubes and nozzles worthy of NASA. "The older form of showers," pronounced a 1911 trade handbook, "are not so desirable as those in which the outlet is inclined and placed at about the level of the shoulders, thus avoiding wetting the head." Generally called needle or cage showers, these bathing machines could incorporate a shampoo spray, a liver or kidney spray, needle spray, spinal spray, and bidet spray, with separate controls for each. Whether attached to a tub or installed separately in a corner of the bathroom, the shower was actually an enclosure of pipes formed from "ingenious arrangements of nickel-plated loops." A mixing chamber blended hot and cold water and registered the temperature on a thermometer before it went to the sprays. However, these chambers were not always effective and the bather ran the risk of being either scalded or chilled during the shower experience.

Manufacturers, of course, had long insisted otherwise. As early as 1888 the J.L. Mott Iron Works of
New York proudly announced that they had kept the number of valves and knobs to a minimum so the bather wouldn’t be confused about which they were operating. Liver sprays adjusted to the correct height, the floor spray unscrewed easily for access to the douche or bidet spray, and Mott claimed the mixing chamber would not allow water hotter than 98 degrees F.

Where space allowed, the same machinery could be installed as its own fixture. A basin or “receptor” of porcelain or enameled iron caught the water while bathing went on inside the pipe framework surrounded by curtains. By 1910 the switch to bright white side the pipe framework surrounded by a “heater” of porcelain or enameled iron caught the water while bathing went on in the water hotter than 98 degrees F. and Mott claimed the mixing chamber would not allow water hotter than 98 degrees F.

Where space allowed, the same machinery could be installed as its own fixture. A basin or “receptor” of porcelain or enameled iron caught the water while bathing went on inside the pipe framework surrounded by curtains. By 1910 the switch to bright white side the pipe framework surrounded by a “heater” of porcelain or enameled iron caught the water while bathing went on in the water hotter than 98 degrees F. and Mott claimed the mixing chamber would not allow water hotter than 98 degrees F.

Where space allowed, the same machinery could be installed as its own fixture. A basin or “receptor” of porcelain or enameled iron caught the water while bathing went on inside the pipe framework surrounded by curtains. By 1910 the switch to bright white side the pipe framework surrounded by a “heater” of porcelain or enameled iron caught the water while bathing went on in the water hotter than 98 degrees F. and Mott claimed the mixing chamber would not allow water hotter than 98 degrees F.

For even more money the shower could be built into a wall. Partitions of marble, tile, glass, or slate enclosed the plumbing, carefully cemented to make them watertight; floor slabs were usually marble in the teens. Stall showers might also have an enameled seat built into the wall “for those who prefer to take their shower bath sitting.” The whole affair was very heavy — not to mention potentially leaky — and the house framing had to be built accordingly.

Twenties Technology Takes Over

IN THE 1920S, SHOWER INSTALLATIONS WENT from a trickle to a spray. As homebuilding boomed, family lifestyles altered, and building products became more standardized, the shower assumed the dominant cleaning role in the bathroom, often upstaging — or completely squeezing out — the tub. A growing middle class and the economy of scale made it practical for plumbing manufacturers to mass-produce shower assemblies and profitable to sell them at affordable prices.

Changes where afoot in the whole bathroom as fixtures evolved from elaborate, furniturelike units with jutting decorative elements to plain, unadorned modules with recessed parts. The tub, slowly loosing its dust-catching feet to a one-piece, built-in skirt, was standardized as a five-foot enclosure in response to the smaller bathroom square footage. The basic lone showerhead, always an option (even as a rubber hose hooked to the tub faucets), took on a new prominence as fewer new bathrooms could stable both a showerbath and a bathtub. Always large and expensive, cage and needle showers were suddenly dead in the water as floor space shrank and their pseudoscientific value eroded. Separate shower stalls grew less popular for the average family too as the decade progressed and bathroom design reacted to the trend of downsizing homes and their interiors.

Color came on the scene after 1925, directly influencing how homeowners thought of bathrooms and, by association, showers. White, the color of sanitation, gave way to the first “cheerful pinks and yellows, gleaming ivory and soft tans, greens and blues enticingly cool as lake water on a summer’s day,” as manufacturers perfected the means to make them consistent from piece to piece. Bathrooms switched from mini laboratories of hygienic activity to centers of personal grooming and fashion. Streamlined to a shim, flexible chrome font, the shower was ready when the tide turned.

Shower Decisions

YOU CAN MAKE GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT what is historically appropriate for your bathroom based on the shower chronology, but this may indicate an awkward shower — or no shower — as the proper choice. However, unless you are working on a museum-level restoration, there is no reason why you cannot install the bathroom that you want in a period house, just leave a record of notes and photographs so that the next owner can understand your departures from the evidence.

Try, too, to be honest in appraising the original style and finish of your home. While we all admire fancy wainscoted shower enclosures with sprays that come from every angle, if you live in a small worker’s cottage you might find that such a device is not that aesthetically pleasing or practical in a small bathroom — not to mention expensive. The good news is bathrooms and showers have not changed much since they were popularized. Today’s equipment looks much the same as the early fixtures, and porcelain remains the material of choice. Once you have chosen your path, finding the right unit should be the easy part.

Stephen Del Sordo is based in Bethesda, Maryland, where he is Senior Historian with Dames & Moore (an international environmental engineering firm) and active in preservation planning.
WE'VE ALL BEEN VICTIMS. YOU'RE STANDING IN THE TUB, ALL SOAPED up and rinsing off, when someone in another part of the house taps the cold water (typically with a flush of the loo). All of a sudden, a good, hot shower gets much, much hotter — too hot for comfort.

Trouble is, many showers also get too hot for safety. Hot water scalding is not a new problem (it's as old as water heaters) but in recent years it has become a big health — and legal — issue. Most at risk are young children and the elderly. Healthy adults can take a brief exposure to very hot water without lasting ill effect, but the skin of small fry is much thinner and burns easily. Older folks get hurt because they're slower to react to the quick surge in temperature and take longer to shut off the water or get out of the way.

Plumbing the Problem

HOT WATER SCALDING IS ALSO A CHRONIC old-house problem. The showers and bath valves in many old houses are the simple two-handle kind that produce, say, a 50-50 hot/cold mix by adjusting the flow through two individual valves. Couple these controls to undersized plumbing or clogged pipes and the low water pressure they create, and the stage is set. Anytime the demand on the cold water increases, the pressure drops dramatically; instead of a mix of hot and cold water coming through the valves, it's almost all hot. Bathtubs are not immune, and many an early "modern" single-handle shower valve is no guarantee of mixing either. Water-saving, low-volume showerheads only aggravate the effect.

Water heaters themselves are another part of the problem. Where a 30 gallon tank is trying to supply a household that really needs 40 gallons, it's an old quick fix to boost the temperature in order to get that fifth shower in the morning or to still have hot water by the time it gets to the top of the house. In the past, automatic dishwashers, too, demanded very hot water to work effectively. The result is, many hot water heaters are supplying water at up to 160 degrees — hot enough to make tea or send someone to the hospital with second- or third-degree burns.

Mix it Up

THE STRIKES AGAINST SCALDING TAKE place on two fronts. One is overcom-
ing the crude, fixed control of a two-handle valve with a constantly adjusting device that produces a regulated blend of hot and cold water. In many states, building procedures are required by law to use such antiscald valves in new construction.

One type or another of these single-handle controls is usually part of a contemporary shower installation. Pressure-balancing valves use hydraulics to keep the water temperature within 3 degrees Fahrenheit of what the bather sets no matter how the hot and cold supply dips and peaks. Some designs employ a sliding piston or spool that shuttles back and forth to proportion both flows; other manufacturers accomplish the same end with a rubber diaphragm. Thermostatic valves use temperature-sensitive bimetallic elements or wax cartridges to regulate hot and cold. They're more expensive (and more common in Europe), but they have a reputation for greater reliability. On most types, the installer can also set a temperature limit on the mixed water to 120 degrees, for instance) by adjusting an internal stop.

Where it's necessary to have positive safety from scalding, such as in hotels and health spas that serve the public, special thermostatic showerheads and line interrupters will shut all water off in milliseconds if it gets within scalding level.

However effective, an antiscald valve that's a single-handle "stick shift" doesn't retrofit to an older shower or bathtub very well and doesn't look very period. What to do? We asked Stan Patey, master plumber and OHJ contributor, for some advice. Says Stan, "the object is to make the two-handle valves safe, the same as gang showers in gyms or whirlpool baths." His method is to install a thermostatic mixing valve in a box just outside the tub or shower, an approach that complies with the Massachusetts plumbing code, one of the strictest in the nation. These devices are not point-of-use controls, but rather industrial-type valves that are preset to simultaneously control both hot and cold water and limit the mixed temperature. In an old-house shower installation, hot and cold lines are plumbed to the mixing valve, then the output of the valve becomes the hot water supply line to the shower or bath.

Adding a tempering or mixing valve, such as the thermostatic unit shown here, to the hot water supply will limit the temperature to a safe and legal 112 degrees even if the cold water pressure decreases.

Once the hot water limit is set, typically at 110 degrees (a little hotter than the average hot shower), the water cannot exceed this temperature no matter how the cold water fluctuates. (The temperature of the mixed water should be confirmed with a thermometer.) On the best units, hot water flow cuts to a trickle if the cold water drops out completely. Models vary from manufacturer to manufacturer, but most are relatively inexpensive (about $110) and straightforward to install. Be sure lines are clear of dirt and loose sediment, however. Rust or scale that breaks loose inside old pipes while the work goes on can foul the mixer.

**Turn it Down**

**FURTHER BACK ON THE LINE, THOUGH,** is the primary front in battling scalding — the water heater. Since it's always best to address the source of old-house problems, rather than treat symptoms, backing off the heater temperature to no higher than 120 degrees should be the initial line of defense — it's certainly the easiest to execute. A lower hot water temperature at the source means safer water at the tap. Furthermore, lower temps translate as reduced heating fuel costs, and there is less standby loss of heat while the water heater is idle. In the kitchen, today's dishwashing detergents are formulated to work at average water temperatures and dishwashers often carry their own water preheaters. (If the dishwasher does need a hotter water supply, look into an auxiliary heater at plumbing-supply houses). Getting rid of excessively hot water even reduces the toll on the plumbing itself, especially valve washers and other parts not much tougher than human skin.
It's really the simplest of heating systems, you know — nothing more than a glorified tea kettle connected to a tangle of pipes and radiators. Nevertheless, one-pipe steam can sometimes act as though it has a mind of its own. The pipes hammer as if possessed. The air vents spit brackish water. The fuel bills go up, even as your level of comfort goes down. It doesn't have to be that way. One-pipe steam can be a quiet, obedient, and efficient servant. If your system isn't under control, sticking to a few regular upkeep rules and "thinking" like pipes and steam will help you house train that beast in your basement.

How Much Pressure? Not Much!

When your boiler turns water into steam, the water expands about 1,700 times in volume. A pint of water suddenly becomes a cubic yard of steam.

Steam doesn't know up from down. All it knows is out. It will always travel from high pressure (the boiler) to low pressure (the air vents). In most homes, a few ounces of pressure is all that's needed to get the steam from the boiler to the remotest radiators. It's not the pressure in a steam system that heats, it's something called latent heat.

Consider this. It takes 142 Btus to heat a pint of water from 70 degrees to 212 degrees. What you wind up with isn't steam, though, it's water at 212 degrees. If you want steam, you have to add an additional 970 latent heat Btus to that pint of water. When the water changes state, steam will explode out of the boiler and head for the air vents, pushing the air out of the system. It heats the radiators, then turns back into water, which flows downhill to the boiler like rain through a gutter, and the cycle begins again.

You don't need much pressure to heat your house because heat's there at 0 psi in both water and steam. The only reason you need any pressure at all is to overcome the slight frictional resistance the steam meets on its way to the radiators. Any one-pipe-steam system in an American home will heat beautifully on 2 psi pressure or less if you set it up properly. If your pressure is higher, there's something wrong and you're wasting fuel.

You can check your steam pressure by looking at the boiler's pressure gauge. If it exceeds 2 psi, try turning the pressure down by adjusting your pressuretrol — that's the small gray control on top of, or in front of, your boiler. The pressuretrol has two settings: "cut-in" and "differential." Set the "cut-in" pressure at ½ psi and the "differential" as low as your control will allow (usually 1 psi). The "cut-out" pressure (the point at which the burner will shut off) will be the sum of the "cut-in" and the "differential." For instance, if you set your control to cut in at ½ psi with a 1 psi differential, the system will cycle between ½ psi and 1 ½ psi. If you set your
Steam — the system of choice in the 'twenties — still heats many old houses. The boiler is its heart and the place where proper set-up and regular service starts.

pressuretrol down and the pressure continues to rise anyway, your pigtail is probably clogged with sediment. Replace it with a new one (they’re very difficult to clean).

In a one-pipe system, high pressure can lock your air vents closed and keep the steam from moving. If you want to save money and heat your home more evenly, crank the pressuretrol down, not up. You’ll release the vents and give the air a way out. The steam will follow, and your radiators will get warmer than ever.

Good, Clean Water
Wet steam is the biggest cause of uneven heating I know of and, if your boiler water is dirty, your steam will be wet. Wet steam is what you see coming out of a tea kettle — steam that contains more than 2% liquid water by volume. The empty space between the tea kettle’s spout and the plume of wet steam is dry steam. This is the good stuff, and it’s as invisible as air.

When your boiler water is dirty, the dry steam immediately begins to give up its latent heat energy to the droplets of carried-over water. The mixture of dry steam and water (wet steam) slows dramatically, condensing in your basement pipes instead of your radiators. Your boiler runs on and on, but your rooms stay cold because the thermostat isn’t satisfied. Your pipes hammer and your air vents spit be-
cause there's too much water in the system piping. The water in the boiler rocks and surges violently, throwing even more water up into the pipes, making the situation worse.

If you look at the water gauge glass on the side of your boiler you can actually see what’s going on. Ideally, the water line shouldn't bounce more than \( \frac{1}{4} \)". The portion of the gauge glass above the water should appear to be clean and dry with no bubbles or droplets of water streaming down from the top. When you look at the upper portion of the gauge glass, you're looking at your steam. Dry steam is crystal clear; wet steam looks like a rainy day. If you have a surging water line or a sloppy condition in the top of the gauge glass (and your system knocks and hammers in mid-cycle), suspect wet steam.

Another way to check for wet steam is to run the system and unscrew an air vent from a radiator that's still cold. Hold a lighted match next to the vent hole and watch the flame carefully. If the radiator seems to pant against the flame, blowing it back and forth (the rapid expansion, then sudden collapse of the steam as it leaves the boiler), your boiler is most likely producing wet steam.

To get rid of the dirt that produces wet steam, you'll have to clean your boiler. It takes nearly a full day to do this properly yourself. Most manufacturers recommend you use tri-sodium phosphate (TSP) or a soap called MEX (available in paint stores). You need one pound of either chemical for each 50 gallons of boiler water. Mix it in a pail of hot water and pour it into the boiler through the relief valve tapping (be very careful not to jar or damage the relief valve when you remove it from the boiler). Let the soap cook in the boiler for several hours at a lowered aquastat setting (so it doesn't make steam), and then drain the boiler. After the boiler has had a chance to cool, slowly refill it with fresh water. Heat the water again (without making steam) and drain. Usually, you have to do this a number of times before the water runs clean and free of soap.

Oily or dirty water is usually the consequence of new work — say, changing a boiler or fittings (installers use a lot of oil when they cut and thread pipes). Once the system is thoroughly cleaned, you'll be able to look forward to dry steam and many years of good performance before you'll need to do it again.

**Dirt And Low-Water Cutoffs**

The low-water cutoff senses the minimum water line in your boiler and shuts off the burner if the water line drops too low. Since a one-pipe steam system is open to the atmosphere, a good deal of rust develops as the years go by. The steam washes this rust back to the boiler and into the low-water cutoff. It's very important that you flush about a quart of water out of the low-water cutoff every week to prevent sediment and rust from building up inside the cutoff's float chamber.
The "normal" water line is another thing. It changes quite a bit during the operating cycle. During operation, "normal" will be down around the lower-third of the gauge glass. When the boiler shuts down, the water will return and bring the "normal" line back to the start-up level.

An automatic water feeder will add water to your boiler, but only to maintain a safe minimum water line — that's about \( \frac{3}{4} \)" off the bottom of the glass, just slightly above the low-water cutoff point. It will never keep your boiler filled to the two-thirds point on the gauge glass, nor should it. If it did, the water returning from the system would have no place to go. However, if your water is dirty, it will surge up and down inside your low-water cutoff and automatic water feeder. This can easily and repeatedly open and close the automatic water feeder and add water to your boiler when it doesn't really need it. It can also burn out the switch in your low-water cutoff. This is another good reason to have your boiler periodically cleaned.

A surging water line can flood your boiler and send even more water up into the piping where it will hammer and squirt and cause damage to your home.

The pH of the water is another point to check, especially if you have knocking and banging. On the pH scale, 7 is neutral. As the number goes down, the water becomes acidic, as it goes up, the water becomes alkaline. If your water's pH is too low, you'll have greater-than-normal corrosion in your system. If it's too high (over 11), your boiler water will foam (create steam bubbles), causing the steam to condense before it reaches the radiators, and the system to knock and hammer. The boiler will also go off on low-water more frequently, and if you have an automatic water feeder, the boiler will flood.

A good pH for a steam boiler is anything between 7 and 9. Old-timers used to add vinegar to steam boilers that acted up. Vinegar is a mild acid. It drives the pH of the water down. When a boiler foams, a couple of quarts of vinegar is often all it takes to calm things down.

A Balancing Act

STEAM DOESN'T TRAVEL WHERE IT WANTS to go, it simply looks for a way out of the
system. If your water is clean and you're still having problems heating certain rooms, stop and consider the air that has to leave the system on every cycle.

When I'm troubleshooting, I always try to "think" like steam. I start at the boiler and ask myself, "If I were steam, which way would I push the air?" Then I walk though the system and look for the air vents. Many times, I'll reach the end of the main without seeing any. If I were air, I wouldn't be able to get out, so how can the steam get in?

If the low-water cutoff can't do its job because it's filled with crud, your boiler might dry-fire and break. A simple weekly flushing keeps it clean.

A good one-pipe steam system has very large air vents near the ends of the steam mains and smaller air vents on each radiator. The vents on the radiators should be on the side opposite the inlet valve and about halfway down the radiator. This positioning is important. If the vent is at the top, the steam will shut it before most of the air has a chance to escape from the radiator.

Large radiators contain more air than small radiators so they need to be vented more quickly. A trick the old-timers used when they had a very large radiator was to install two vents instead of one. They drilled and tapped the radiator for a second air vent several inches lower than the first.

The large air vents on the mains are crucial to one-pipe-steam system balance. They coax the steam deep into the piping system before it heads up into the radiators. If the steam favors the pipes over the radiators, it will arrive at each radiator inlet valve at about the same time.

This is a key point the old-timers knew well and respected. By venting the mains very quickly, and by venting the radiators according to size — not location in the house — they made the steam go where they wanted it to go. The goal is to make all the radiators, both large and small, hot all the way across on the coldest day of the year.

You may have heard you should vent radiators that are far from the boiler quickly and radiators that are close to the boiler slowly, but this becomes unnecessary when you vent the mains well. Steam, when unimpeded by air, moves at very high velocity. If you give the air a way out, the steam will arrive at each radiator supply valve at about the same time. Then, all you have to do is vent your radiators in proportion to their size, not their location.

The Hammers of Hell

THE SNAPPING AND BANGING YOU HEAR IN your pipes is "water hammer." It happens whenever steam and water meet in a horizontal pipe.

There are two types of water hammer. The first occurs when water puddles in a pipe on the off cycle. The steam enters the pipe like a gale-force wind and drives the pocket of water into the first turn. Usually, you hear a repetitive banging sound that builds to a climax. The second type of water hammer takes place when steam suddenly condenses directly over a pocket of water. The water, subjected to a sudden partial vacuum, leaps up and smacks against the top of the pipe. You hear a sharp snapping sound as the pipe shivers and shakes. Both types of water hammer will drive water up into your radiators and out the air vents. The force is so pow-
Using a six-inch level allows you to check the radiator's pitch from section to section. A large radiator may seem pitched properly, but the center sections can sag like an old burrow's back, trap water, and hammer.

erful it can actually tear pipes from fittings. Never take it lightly. It can destroy a lot more than your solitude.

You'll often get the second type of water hammer when you remove asbestos insulation. Without the insulation, the heat loss of the pipe increases by about five fold. As a result, there's more water in the pipes than ever before. Combine this with a few flaws in the pipe's pitch and you'll have some very noticeable water hammer. Always reinsulate with a more suitable material because, water hammer aside, if the steam condenses in your basement, you'll be cold upstairs.

If you have water hammer when the system first starts, suspect poor pitch on the mains. When steam and water flow in the same direction, the mains must pitch a minimum of one inch in 20 feet. If steam and water flow in opposite directions (as they will in a back-pitched pipe), you need one inch in 10 feet. Check the pitch with a taut string and a line level. The horizontal run-outs to radiator risers should be pitched more than the mains and, ideally, they should not be longer than eight feet (to prevent water hammer and squirting air vents). If they must be longer, you can sometimes pitch the radiator away from the supply valve and drain its low end into a return line below the boiler water line.

I recently spoke with a woman who had an automatic water feeder stick in the open position, flooding all her pipes. After things were back in order, she started the system and found she now had water hammer. As it turns out, the additional weight the water put on the pipes when they were flooded pulled a few of the hangers loose and changed the pitch. The steam was now letting her know about it in a big way.

If there's hammering inside the radiators, check their pitch. One-pipe steam radiators are heavy and, over the years, the end opposite the supply valve can dig a trench in a wood floor. Never try to throttle the heat to a one-pipe radiator by closing the supply valve part way. If the valve is half-closed, the water will not be able to get out, and the radiator will hammer and squirt.

One-pipe steam really is quite simple. Once you get to know it, once you start to "think" like steam, I think you'll find it's pretty easy to tame.

Dan Holohan writes about older heating systems from his consulting firm in Bethpage, New York.
Finally! Authentic wood shutters that are beautiful, long-lasting and easy to live with.

The natural qualities of our hand-selected clear cedar keep your Vixen Hill Shutters “healthy” by repelling insects and preventing rot. In addition, our cedar’s porous long-grain fiber provides exceptional strength and a superior surface for easy staining or painting.

Over time, Vixen Hill Cedar Shutters are the most cost-effective solution to your shutter needs—combining authentic shutter design with a better-performing, more-durable material.
FIREBACKS
The classic way to protect your fireplace

A beautiful, hand-cast Country Iron Foundry Fireback will protect the back wall of your fireplace from dangerous and costly heat damage, while radiating more heat into your home.

Our catalog, containing 35 antique and contemporary designs, is available for $2.00 (refundable with purchase).

Dept. 0411, PO Box 600, Paoli, PA 19301
(215) 296-7122

Unusual, Fancy, Pull Chain Toilets, Claw Foot Bathtubs, Pedestal Lavatories, Showers, Foot Tubs, Sitz Tubs, Etc., Etc.

— ALL OLD
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— CRATED & SHIPPED ANYWHERE

PLEASE CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT (818) 772-1721

Largest Selection of Antique American Oak and Victorian Furniture in New England

Antique Wide Plank Flooring
Heart Pine • Eastern White Pine • Red Pine Chestnut • Oak

New Plank Flooring
Ash, Maple, Oak, Cherry, Eastern White Pine

Antique & Reproduction Beams & Timber Frames
Hand-Hewn, Rough Sawn & Planed Surfaces Mortise & Tenon, Dovetail Joinery

ARCHITECTURAL TIMBER & MILLWORK
35 Mt. Warner Rd, PO Box 729, Hadley MA 01035 (413) 586-3045 FAX (413) 586-3046

Our colorful, 96-page catalog covers the entire line of made-to-order Marvin windows and doors. For your free copy, mail the coupon or call toll-free: 1-800-346-5128. In Canada, 1-800-263-6161.

Send to: Marvin Windows, Warroad, MN 56763.

Antique & Reproduction Beams & Timber Frames
Hand-Hewn, Rough Sawn & Planed Surfaces Mortise & Tenon, Dovetail Joinery

ARCHITECTURAL TIMBER & MILLWORK
35 Mt. Warner Rd, PO Box 729, Hadley MA 01035 (413) 586-3045 FAX (413) 586-3046

PARK THIS IN YOUR LAR

Our colorful, 96-page catalog covers the entire line of made-to-order Marvin windows and doors. For your free copy, mail the coupon or call toll-free: 1-800-346-5128. In Canada, 1-800-263-6161.

Send to: Marvin Windows, Warroad, MN 56763.

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ________ State ________ Zip ______
Phone ________

MARVIN WINDOWS ARE MADE TO ORDER.
Three curtain options as well as pillows are shown in the pine cone motif.

In a number of different colorways, and custom colorations are available. In addition, there are services for original designs and special commission. Classic Accents has push-button switches and cover plates switches like the ones used at the turn of the century.

Adorn your windows, doors, and cabinets with hand-hammered Craftsman hardware
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DUST BUSTER

WHEN POLY SHEETING won't cut it, try the Dust Door on your next big restoration project. Designed for professional use, the Dust Door is made of vinyl panels with a zippered exit that muffles noise and holds in heat during the winter. The panels attach to each other by overlapping Velcro seams, and are hung at the site by grommet hooks or more Velcro. They fold into a compact bundle for easy storage, and come in standard modular designs or custom sizes. Accessories, such as the Arch Guard for openings as large as 3' x 6'8", the Dust Lock system for sealing off archways, and a vent hose for particularly dusty work, are also available. Stock designs range from $69.95 to $109.95. For information, contact D & L Design, 524 Green St., Dept. OHJ, Boylston, MA 01505; (508) 393-7166.

A CAPITAL IDEA

COLUMNS CAN BE SEVERELY damaged by weathering. Whether you need to replace a capital or an entire colonnade, Schwerd Manufacturing has the parts for your columns. There are ten types of ornamental plaster capitals, as well as a number of wood columns in fluted, plain, round, and square styles and all classical orders — Tuscan, Greek, and Roman. Columns and pilasters are offered in stock designs or can be made to your specifications. Depending upon size, prices for the capitals range from $80 to $350. For information, contact A. F. Schwerd Manufacturing Co., 3215 McClure Ave., Dept. OHJ, Pittsburgh, PA 15212; (412) 766-6322.

LINOLEUM LOOKALIKE

THEY SAY IMITATION is the sincerest form of flattery. Linoleum City offers a vinyl, "loose lay" floorcovering that imitates old felt-based linoleum rugs — which, in turn, were imitating Colonial carpeting! The floorcovering is available in a green, red, or brown floral pattern, and can be double-face taped to the floor or glued down with a vinyl-back adhesive. For an authentic period effect, it can also be laid without adhesive like a linoleum area rug. The 6'6" wide rolls, which can be cut to any size, cost $6.95 per sq. yd., plus shipping. For information, contact Linoleum City, 5657 Santa Monica Blvd., Dept. OHJ, Hollywood, CA 90038; (213) 469-0063.
Faux Effects Inc.

Moving Sale

AUTHENTIC
PERIOD WOODEN BLINDS
Movable Louver Shutters
OLD FASHION
WOODEN PORCH SHADES
CUSTOM MANUFACTURED

Call or write for free brochure and cost schedule

DEVENCO PRODUCTS
120F Waller Mill Rd. Ste. 240 Dept. OHI-1294
Williamsburg, VA 23185
1-800-888-4597

North Fields Restorations, Rowley, MA
Antique Flooring Specialists

- Wide pine - oak - and chestnut
- Original - resawn - custom milling
- Select grade - furniture grade widths up to 33" wide
- Installations available
- Prices start $3.00 P.S.F. and up

Send for Free Brochure
Tel. 508 948-2722 • Fax 508 948-7563

Faux Effects Inc.

Fine Decorative Finishing Training Studio

Learn FAUX EFFECTS 21st century unique methods for FAUX and DECORATIVE finishing using the most complete and comprehensive line of exclusive, waterbase specialty products in the country.

FAUX EFFECTS INC., Vero Beach, FL, is recognized nationally as a leading school teaching the art of faux and decorative finishing techniques. Fresh exciting finishes from OLD WORLD GLAZING to CONTEMPORARY METALLIC CRACKLES. FAUX EFFECTS HAS IT ALL.

FAUX EFFECTS methods and products also offered in classes at THE FINISHING SCHOOL, Port Washington, NY.

For information: Call (407) 778-9044

Mac The Antique Plumber carries the best and largest selection of antique plumbing supplies in the world . . . and other places too! Our NEW (1992/1993) catalog features 70 pages of plumbing supplies including leg tubs, shower enclosures, high and low tank toilets (including our new pillbox toilet), pedestal sinks, and a variety of bathroom parts and accessories; 13 pages of lighting fixtures and shades; and 14 pages of house hardware. In all, 2,000 different products are featured in our 96-page full-color catalog.

Forget the rest, we're the best
We will match or beat any advertised price, guaranteed

Mac The Antique Plumber
6125 Elles Ave., Dept. OHI-1294
Sacramento, CA 95819 800-916-BATH (2284)
916-454-4507 (CA) 916-454-4150 FAX

Call or write for free brochure and cost schedule
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**RESTORE CRACKED WALLS**

- Vapor Barrier
- 1 Day Application
- Cost Effective
- Remove no trim

**How to use the Nu-Wal System**

1. Cut fiberglass mat 2" longer than height
2. Apply saturant to area to be covered
3. Apply fiberglass mat to wet surface
4. Trim excess mat where wall meets ceiling
5. Trim mat at baseboard and windows
6. Trim mat around outlets, switches, etc.
7. Apply second coat of saturant to wet mat
8. Apply 1st coat of saturant to adjacent area
9. Apply mat to 2nd area, overlapping by 1"
10. Cut down center of overlap (both layers)
11. Remove mat strips on both sides of cut
12. Apply 2nd coat of saturant (include seam)

**SPECIFICATION CHEMICALS, Inc.**
804 Keele St., Boone, IA 50036
800-247-3932

---

**Wrap your family in comfort**

Your family's health and comfort deserve only the best heating options. So write now for your FREE "Home Heating Ideas" booklet. You'll also get a list of local America's Home Heating Team contractors who can specify a reliable Burnham boiler that's right for your home. Plus, Home Comfort financing will fit your budget, too!

Write to:
Burnham "Home Heating Ideas"
P.O. Box 3079
Lancaster, PA 17604

---

**Tool Traditions™ Catalog**

Featuring specialty woodworking items from Stanley & other top notch toolmakers from around the world – NEW! FREE!

Send for it now and receive a 10% Discount Coupon to use on your first order!

Call 800-453-6736

Stanley Mail Media, Inc
7815 S. 46th Street, Phoenix, AZ 85044

---

**Push Button Light Switches**

**DIMMER & SINGLE & 3-WAY**

**SOLID BRASS COVERS**
- DECORATIVE
-plain
- CHROME
- BROWN
- IVORY
- OAK

For Catalog Send $1.50 to:
Classic Accents
P.O. Box 1181 · Dept. OH
Southgate, MI 48195
(313) 282-5525

---

**Radiate Covers to Beautify any room!**

- Radiator Covers Custom Made To Your Measurements
- Drop-In Grills · Flat Grills · Grills With Border · Convectol Grill Covers
- Custom Fabricated To Your Specifications · Call For Free Catalogue

1701 W. BELMONT — CHICAGO, IL 60657 In Chicagoland: (312) 248-1115 Outside Chicagoland: (800) 197-0129 FAX (312) 909-2281
Mail-order plans have a long history in shaping the residential architecture of the country. Of the thousands of house plans available today, few exhibit good design and a grasp of historical proportion and detail. So, in response to requests from 

OHJ readers, the editors have “done the homework”: We’ve hand-picked plans. In each issue, we offer the most attractive, authentic, and buildable of the historical designs, from all periods of American architectural history. Let us know what plans you’re looking for.

You can order actual blueprints for all the houses featured. These plans are designed to conform to national building-code standards. However, the requirements of your site and local building codes mean you’ll probably need the assistance of a professional designer (your builder may qualify) or an architect.

For the houses shown in this issue, blueprints include:

- Foundation plan for basement or crawl space. (Crawl space plans can easily be adapted for full basements by your builder.)
- Detailed floor plans showing dimensions for framing. Some may also have detailed layouts and show the location of electrical and plumbing components.
- Interior elevations are included in some plans, showing interior views of kitchen, bath, fireplace, built-ins, and cabinet designs.
- Building cross sections: cornice, fireplace, and cabinet sections when needed to help your builder understand major interior details.
- Framing diagrams that show layouts of framing pieces and their locations for roof, first, and second floors.
- Energy-saving specs, where noteworthy, are included, such as vapor barriers, insulated sheathing, caulking and foam-sealant areas, batt insulation, and attic exhaust ventilators.

Why order multiple sets? If you’re serious about building, you’ll need a set each for the general contractor, mortgage lender, electrician, plumber, heating/ventilating contractor, building permit department, other township use or interior designer, and one for yourself. Ordering the 8-set plan saves money and additional shipping charges.

Other notes: (1) Plans are copyrighted, and they are printed for you when you order. Therefore, they are not refundable.

If you would like information on ordering more than 8 sets of the same plan, please call our Customer Service Department at (508) 281-8803.

(2) Mirror-reverse plans are useful when the house would fit the site better “flopped.” For this you need one set of mirror-reverse plans for the contractor, but because the reverse plans have backwards lettering and dimensions, all other sets should be ordered right-reading.

(3) Heating and air-conditioning layouts are not included. You need a local mechanical contractor to size and calculate the proper unit for your specific conditions of climate and site.

MAIL TO: OHJ House Plan Service, 2 Main Street, Gloucester, MA 01930
Or call (508) 281-8803 to charge your order.

Please send the following:

PLAN NAME ___________________________________________________________ PLAN # ________

#1 □ ONE COMPLETE SET OF WORKING DRAWINGS...........................................

#2 □ FIVE-SET PACKAGE......................................................................................

#3 □ EIGHT-SET PACKAGE ..................................................................................

#4 □ PLEASE INCLUDE 1 ADDITIONAL SET OF MIRROR REVERSE @ $25...........

ADD POSTAGE & HANDLING ...........................................................................

TOTAL ...................................................................................................................

SEND TO: _________________________________________________________________ CHECK ENCLOSED

STREET......................................................................................................................

CITY........................................... ZIP...........................................

STATE........................................

DAYTIME PHONE # ____________________________

CARD #_________________ SIGNATURE OF CARDHOLDER _______________

CARD #_________________ SIGNATURE OF CARDHOLDER _______________

EXP. DATE ______________

Please allow 3 weeks for delivery.

PRICES GOOD THROUGH NOVEMBER 1995
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EMINISCENT OF THE GATE HOUSES OF ENGLISH country estates, this enchanting cottage is ideal for a vacation home, weekend retreat, or guest cottage. The living/dining area accommodates a small table, sofa, chair, and coffee table with space for a built-in entertainment unit. Spiral stairs go up to an optional loft area for extra sleeping room or a quiet sitting area.

Plan LG-14-PV
Cost .............................................. $170
Set of 5 ........................................... $5230
Set of 8 ........................................... $5270
Bedrooms ........................................ 1 ½
Bathrooms ........................................ 1
Square Footage .................................. 449'
Optional loft .................................... 132'
Ceiling Height
First Floor ....................................... 9'
Overall Dimensions
Width ............................................. 19’6”
Depth ............................................. 24’10”
QUEEN ANNE-STYLE HOUSES ARE LOVED FOR their multitude of nooks and crannies. This design even includes a third floor tower room that can be reached by a spiral staircase. The master bedroom also features a fireplace, five-sided bay window, private bath, and extra closet space. Downstairs, a formal living room and a family room, both with fireplaces, create a very comfortable and spacious home.

**Plan PP-03-VI**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>$230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set of 5</td>
<td>$290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set of 8</td>
<td>$330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedrooms</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bathrooms</td>
<td>2½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square Footage</td>
<td>2,050'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First floor</td>
<td>1,050'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second floor</td>
<td>1,000'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceiling Height</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First floor</td>
<td>8'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second floor</td>
<td>8'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Dimensions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>53'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth</td>
<td>46'4&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Quartersawn Clapboard Siding and Building Materials including Wide Pine and Hardwood Flooring

Quartersawing produces a vertical grain clapboard.
- Twists and warps less
- Wears more evenly
- Bonds paint and stain better

Also featuring...

Olympic Machinecoat™ Exterior Finish
for all types of siding.
Allows priming or finishing prior to installation with 15-year warranty:
- Crack, Peel and Flake Resistant
- Washable
- Non- yellowing
- No Chalk Washdown

Granville Manufacturing Company, Inc. • Est. 1857
Granville, Vermont 05747
802-767-4747

Call or Write for Free Brochure

IN A RECENT POLL
100% OF THOSE BIRDS INTERVIEWED FOUND OUR PRODUCT TOTALLY REPELLING

Nixalite stainless steel needle strips
Effective, humane bird control. For the whole story, contact us.

NIXALITE OF AMERICA
1025 16th AVENUE
P.O. BOX 727 • DEPT. OHU
EAST MOLINE, I1 6124
800-624-1189 • FAX 309-755-0077
SPECIALISTS IN BIRD CONTROL

A Cheerful Fire & A Warm Home...

There is almost nothing as delightful as a crackling fire, or as comforting as the soothing warmth of soapstone. Soapstone is nature’s most beautiful, durable, and efficient stove material. It absorbs twice as much heat as metal, and radiates steady warmth, even after the fire has died.

Woodstock Soapstone Stoves offer both traditional and contemporary styling, and the latest in clean-burning technology. An internal catalytic combustor boosts heat output and virtually eliminates pollution.

Our financing plan makes it easy to own a soapstone stove at low monthly terms. Send for free catalog, or call 800-866-4344 for free catalog & video.

FREE COLOR CATALOG

Name________________________
Address_____________________
City/State/Zip________________
Phone (daytime) (___)_________
Phone (evening) (___)_________

Woodstock Soapstone Co., Inc.
66 Airpark Rd., Dept. 350, W. Lebanon, NH 03784

FREE CATALOG & VIDEO 1-800-866-4344 FASTEST SERVICE!

Erie Landmark Company

Plaques

+ Custom lettered bronze markers + For indoor-outdoor use +
+ National Register Plaques..........starting from $35.00
+ Custom wording..................starting from $59.00
+ All sizes, from Medallions to Roadside Markers + Metal Photo Images +
+ Graphics and Logos Reproduced + Time Capsules + Discounts to Historical Societies +

Call or Send for FREE Brochure:
Toll Free: 1-800-874-7848 + Fax: 703-818-2157

Erie Landmark Company
4449 Brookfield Corporate Dr.
Chantilly, Virginia 22021-1681

Granville Manufacturing Company, Inc. • Est. 1857
Granville, Vermont 05747
802-767-4747

Call or Write for Free Brochure
Hand crafted period cabinetry. Call or write for the nearest sales representative. Design portfolio available for $10.00.

The KENNEBEC Company

Available for the First time this Century!

For years serious restorers have put everything into getting that perfect period look only to be disappointed when buying paints. Finally, accurate reproductions which match the original dynamics, texture, and colours of hand-prepared historical paints are for sale. These pure linseed oil paints, based on years of research by Matthew J. Mosca, internationally respected consultant on historic finishes, are formulated according to early recipes to bring you the most accurate reproductions of the paints used in Early America.

HISTORIC PAINTS Ltd

Makers of 18th and 19th-Century Paints for the Serious Restorer

We use only the finest Linseed Oil, Spirits of Turpentine, Pigments, and Natural Resin Varnishes. We offer Venetian Red, Prussian Blue, Verdigris, Massicot, Spanish Brown, and sundry other colours, brushes, and early painters' materials

1-800-664-6293

Burr Tavern • Route 1, Box 474 East Meredith, NY 13757

These paints contain no lead or mercury

The Ward Quartersawn Clapboard

Over 100 years of continuous operation by the Ward family. Quartersawing produces a vertical grain which eliminates warping and accepts paint and stain easily for extended life and beauty. Spruce and pine. Widths from 4-1/2" to 6-1/2". Pre-staining available.

The clapboards were blemish-free, beautiful, even in a whole truck load. It was one of the few times we've bought something, not having seen it, and everything worked out well."

— Dan Crowley, contractor, Yarmouth, Maine

Ward Clapboard Mill

P.O. Box 1030 Moretown, VT (802) 496-3581
Waitsfield, VT 05673 Patten, Maine (207) 528-2933
4 bedrooms, 2 full baths. Beautiful heart Victorian bath w/light-tank toilet and claw-foot tub. Recent updates include new flooring and views of Sligo Creek. $490,000. (217) 377-9482.

GLOBE, AZ—As gambling comes to area, this 1906 hotel on historic Main St. is prime restoration opportunity. National Forest area. Building has 25,000 sq. ft., 18 apartments, 7 commercial. Consider sale, trade, investors. (602) 854-7752.

YORBA LINDA, CA—Historic 1916 California bungalow in prime Orange County location, neighboring $20 million Nixon Presidential Library and Birthplace. 3 bedrooms with rear guest room. Choice boulevard frontage makes location ideal for small shop, art gallery, boutique, etc. $295,000. Call Delia Gianfagna, Raveis Realty. (714) 928-4264.

MIDDLINGTON, CT—Antique home in rural setting. 7 acres with garage, barn, and 2 ponds. House features in-law apartment, old oak trim, pocket doors, etched glass, large porch, handsome stonework, and wrought iron fencing. Asking $395,000. Call Delia Gianfagna, Raveis Realty. (203) 598-0499.

WASHINGTON, DC—Meticulously-restored Italianate brick rowhouse (c. 1885) in heart of Capitol Hill Historic District on broad tree-lined avenue. Retains all original plasterwork and trim. 10' ceilings, 4 fireplaces, Victorian bath w/high-tank toilet and claw-foot tub. Currently B&B. $269,500. (202) 543-2011.


ORLANDO, FL—Two-story "olde world" in-town estate grading 2-1/4 lakewaterfront acres, with over 599,000 sq. ft. of living area. Designed by noted Florida architect and built in 1935, the home features 5 bedrooms, 5-1/2 baths, library, butler's pantry, gallery, sun porch, and much more. Wonderful B&B possibilities. Offered at $795,000. Call Kathy Lightcap at the Prudential Florida Realty. (407) 843-6600, Ext. 439; Fax (407) 699-4353; (800) 852-9460.

TERRA CEIA ISLAND, FL—Frame 1-1/2-story house, 2000 sq. ft. Original (24 x 34) 1875; 1920s plaster walls, pine floors, stone fireplace, 1940s additions. Great location, 1275 access. Manatee County. $150,000. With 1/4-acre waterfront lot. House must stay on island. (813) 722-5402.


PAXTON, IL—3-bedroom, 2-bath Victorian Farmhouse on large lot in quiet historic town. Needs TLC. Very livable. Great location 25 min. to University of Illinois; 1-1/2 hrs. to Chicago. $25,000 OBO, includes appliances. (217) 379-9968.

ATWOOD, KS—1880s native stone house, 2-1/2 storey with basement, 11 rooms, 3 baths, formal dining room, parlor with fireplace. Open curved walnut stairway. Recently installed central heat and air; new plumbing and wiring. 90 minutes to major shopping. Sportsman's paradise located on one of the largest fishing lakes in Kansas. $125,000. (913) 626-6630; (913) 626-5681.

BRIMFIELD, MA—C. 1800 Federal (part restored), 9 rooms incl. 3 bedrooms, 1-1/2 baths, encl. porch and deck. 2 working fireplaces, large 2-car garage and barn. 85 acres. Partly cleared, including 30-acre tree farm. $310,000. (413) 245-2925.

BOLTON, MA—1911 village home in historic small-town center. 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, detached barn, many original features, hardwood floors, mouldings, pantries. Excellent schools, industry nearby. 34 miles to Boston. Well-landscaped, private 3.5-acre yard. $179,900. (508) 779-2978.


MICHIGAN, MI—1840 Greek Revival home is on Michigan State Register of Historic Homes. Meticulous attention to detail and authenticity. Country kitchen, summer porch, 4 BRs, 1-1/2 baths. Antique shop for 10 years. $79,900. Call Elaine. (616) 435-5805.
ELIZABETH, NJ—Magnificent, restored 1910 Arts & Crafts 5-bedroom home on park-like oversized lot. Two fieldstone fireplaces, hand-restored chestnut woodwork, original lighting, authentic details everywhere. Only 25 minutes by train to Manhattan. $219,000. (908) 289-6713.

HILLSIDE, NJ—Restored 12-room Second Empire home on approximately 1/2 acre corner lot. 5000 sq. ft., 8 bedrooms, 2-1/2 baths, double parlors, dining room, kitchen, full basement, front and rear porches, 5-car garage. Four fireplaces, bay window, updated utilities, original woodwork, plasterwork and more. Convenient to central NJ and NYC. $299,000. (908) 965-1610.

LAFAYETTE, NJ—C. 1840 character and unspoiled charm on 10 acres in rural Sussex Co. 55 miles from NYC. 9 rooms in excellent condition. Fireplaces, slate roof, and barns. $279,000. Call George Hoyns at Lewis & Flaning ReaItors. (201) 383-1990.


W. NY—For the renovator who has the vision for this unremodeled 1850s brick Italianate with original features: marble fireplaces, winding staircases, ironwork balconies, new roof, furnace; very sound structure. 2 acres in antique village in WNY, 5 min. to Lake Erie’s small boat harbor, 15 min. to famed Chautauqua Institution; ski resorts nearby. Ideal for elegant home, B&B, or antiques shop. On Historic Register. Very reasonably priced. (615) 744-7612.


TOLEDO, OH—1892 Victorian, 2100 sq.-ft. classic Queen Ann interiors, all woodwork, floors and fireplace original, slate roof, 5 bedrooms, 2 baths, full attic, two lots. Walking distance Maumee River & central business district, 20 minutes Lake Erie, 15 minutes Detroit. (419) 243-3204.

TOLEDO, OH—1883 beauty in designated historic district. 3200 sq. ft. plus full attic. 5 bedrooms, hardwood floors, 2 fireplaces, most original woodwork. Basement, garage. 1990 rehab includes new roof, furnace, plumbing, wiring, 1-1/2 baths, kitchen. $450,000. (419) 255-2958.

ALLENTOWN, PA—Rural Allentown c. 1850, stucco-covered stone farmhouse on 3/4-acre wooded lot in estate area, 1-1/2 hr. to Philadelphia. 5 bedrooms, 3 baths, 3 fireplaces, original beams and wide-plank floors. $259,000. (800) 392-1656.

BLOOMSBURG, PA—Elegantly restored brick home c. 1843. Large rooms, walnut staircase, oak parquet floors, 5 working fireplaces, 5 bedrooms, library, porches, gazebo, in-ground pool, goldfish pond, two-acre estate-like grounds 1/4 mi. from 1-80. New roof and mechanicals. $275,000. (717) 784-7209.

CLEARFIELD, PA—1893 3-story, 1.29-acre, riverfront Victorian, 4200 sq. ft., 5 bedrooms, 3 baths, study, 2 stairways, spectacular leaded and stained glass, 5 fireplaces, ornate carved mantels, original woodwork, updated electric and plumbing, attic AC/heat pump, detached garage with apartment. $227,000. (717) 730-9561.

PHILA, PA—Turn-of-the-century brick Victorian farmhouse in NE Philadelphia. 9-1/2 ft. ceilings, original wide chestnut moldings throughout. Large windows; 3-story with 11 rooms; 2 full baths and a large country kitchen. Lots of ground; 2-car garage. $135,000. Call (215) 745-8557.


THORNTON, PA—C. 1790 stone and plaster farmhouse on 2+ acres located in quintessential setting just 40 minutes from Philadelphia and 15 minutes from Wilmington, DE. Home boasts wide board floors, old hardware and four fireplaces (1 is a walk-in), 12 rooms, 2 full baths and mature plantings. Offered at $259,000. Call Brandywine River Properties. (610) 585-5800.

S. KINGSTON, RI—Center-chimney Georgian farmhouse, c. 1740, 6-stall barn, barn, 4+ acres, fenced meadow, pond, adjoining protected pasture and woods. 9 rooms, 6 working fireplaces, original floors and woodwork, intelligently restored. Wonderfully comfortable, unusually large rooms. Rural and private, but not far from shopping, beach, train station and university. $379,000. (401) 792-8055.

CROCKETT, TX—Turn-of-century Queen Anne, 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, spacious hallways, wraparound porch, balcony front and side. Rewired. Updated plumbing. Located on 6/10 acre near historic downtown. $58,000. (915) 762-2834.

WHITEWRIGHT, TX—1892 Victorian 2-story showplace, meticulously restored & preserved. Gorgeous woodwork, staircase, 5 grand fireplaces, hardwood floors, porches, balconies. 1900-sq-ft. carriage house w/3-car garage, barn, etc. on 2.75 lovely acres, easy 55 miles NE of Dallas. $255,000. (903) 364-5633 eves, and weekends.

GROTON, VT—Antique Cape near Peacham. Museum quality, c. 1800, 3 fireplaces, bake oven, original hardware, moldings, 12-over-8 windows, plank walls, etc. 3 bedrooms, modern kitchen and bath. Approx. 1 acre. $75,000. Please call (802) 244-6882.

For Sale

MONSTER BATHTUB—Clawfoot, 72", drain in the middle, original hardware mounted on the side, excellent original $4000. Fanct marble lavatory with decorative basin, fine condition $2900. Both c. 1899. (818) 772-1721.

RADIATORS—Hot water or steam; 4, 5, or
Don't believe it when you hear, "Sorry, they don't make that anymore." It's in the OHJ Directory.

OLD-HOUSE FOLKS used to waste valuable time tracking down the right sink or terra-cotta tile — time better spent actually remodeling or repairing the leaky roof! But the days of fruitless phone calls and settling for the mundane are over. The OHJ Restoration Directory gives you access to thousands of companies who offer the very best products and services for renovation.

You'll find the beautiful and the useful:
- Gorgeous lighting fixtures (1700 through the 1930s)
- Furniture of all periods, from master craftsmen and venerable companies
- Rugs: Axminster to Wilton
- The best kitchen cabinetwork taking cues from the past
- Plaster ceiling medallions
- High-tank toilets, clawfoot tubs, and extra-long shower curtains
- Hand-hammered weathervanes
- Yellow-pine flooring
- Marble mantels and fireplace surrounds
- Porch columns
- Stencils.

A national "yellow pages" for your old house — listing 10,000 products and thousands of companies.

Call (508) 281-8803 and use your MC or Visa. Or mail this form with your check for $16.95 ppd (only $12.95 for OHJ subscribers) to Old-House Journal, 2 Main St., Gloucester, MA 01930.

Do you insist on accuracy?
In this Directory you'll discover finial-tipped carpet rods, antique stoves, replica telephones, and handmade window glass. And you'll get the phone numbers of the most sought-after restoration artisans.

Looking for the stuff "nobody makes anymore"? The original version, or the top of the line? It's in the Restoration Directory.

We could go on ... listing cast plaster ornament, rolling library ladders, and more — but all you need to remember is that the Restoration Directory gives you 10,000 product listings and the addresses and phone numbers of the companies who carry them. Almost all sell nationwide through mail order, interior designers, and regional distributors.
Authenticity, Craftsmanship, and the beauty of natural wood

From the Heart of the South...
The BEST for Less

ANTIQUE HEART PINE FLOORING
T&G Floors • Stairparts • Doors
Cabinetry • Paneling
Custom milled from Antique Beams
EXPOSED BEAMS
Dry • Aged • Superb

ANTIQUE HEART CYPRESS
Custom Milled • Quality Guaranteed
Albany Woodworks
P. O. Box 729 • Albany, LA 70711 • 504/567-1155

HISTORIC LIGHTING
REPRODUCTIONS FOR ALL RESTORATIONS

Authentic English Gas Coal Fires
THE ULTIMATE FIREPLACE EXPERIENCE IS NOW AVAILABLE IN AMERICA!
• Perfect for giving Historic Homes the authentic coal fire look and heat.
• Burns energy efficient natural gas or propane: easy installation and use.
• Elegant case iron grate craftsmanship.
• Many different styles and sizes to fit any chimney. Starting at 16" tapered.

REPAIRS TO, OR COPIES OF, YOUR METAL ORIGINALS.
Call or write for details and our FREE MINI-CATALOG. Or send $5.00 for our complete catalog.

BALL and BALL
For All Quality Reproductions.
463 W. Lincoln Hwy.
Exton, PA 19341
(215) 363-7330

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE COLOR BROCHURE:
P.O. Box 351 • Athens, Georgia 30602
(404) 706-333-8281 (FAX) 706-333-4312
Decorative Metal Ceilings
Original turn-of-the-century patterns

Using eighty year old dies, the W. F. Norman Corporation is once again producing metal plates for the design of ceilings and wall coverings. Their growing popularity stems not only from nostalgia but from their beauty, permanence, fireproofing and economy.

The fullness of the Hi-Art™ line — including center plates, corner plates, border plates, cornice and filler plates — permits classic designs to be produced that are architecturally proportioned for an exact fit.

Write for reproduction copy of 72 page illustrated catalog. Price $3.

W.F.Norman Corporation
P.O. Box 323 • Nevada, Missouri 64772 • 1-800-641-4038
Fax: 417-667-2708

Plaster Washers

Now you can save and restore your plaster ceilings and walls for just pennies.

Charles St. Supply Co.
54 Charles Street
Boston Ma. 02114

Call: (617) 367-9046
or (800) 382 4360
Low prices - Fast delivery

Call in your order today!
Orders shipped within 24 hours
Next day delivery available
VISA and MasterCard accepted
10 doz. for $10 - 21 doz. for $20
Complete starter kits $15.00 & up.

Ready-Laid™ antique heart pine flooring
The Joinery Is Making History
With A Floor That's Easy To Install.

The tools are centuries old. So are the timbers. And through The Beauty Of Recycling,“The Joinery Company is using them to make history with something brand new: Ready-Laid™ antique heart pine flooring.

• Pre-fitted, pre-laid flooring that needs no commercial sanding
• Pre-squared ends, laser-straightened edges
• Easy-to-handle nested bundle packaging
• Kiln-dried stability

Send $15 for a portfolio & price list, or $25 (refundable with your order) for samples of our fine woods.

THE JOINERY CO.
Antique Heart Pine Flooring
Dept. OH • PO Box 516 • Tarboro, NC 27886
(919)823-3306

Black Richardson

Sweet Inspiration

Our Jelly Cupboard is just a beginning. See our catalog for even more inspiring decorating ideas.

For a FREE CATALOG write to:

Yield House
P.O. Box 2525, Dept. YH120
Conway, NH 03818-2525
1-800-659-0206

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
Telephone ____________________________
EMPIORIUM

Real Estate (continued)

6 tube, 25” & 32” high, 18 to 45” long. Price varies with size. (908) 352-5214.

ANTIQUE WICKER—45” l x 19 3/4” w x 302 1/2” h rocking chair; natural rocker; planter; round table w/oak top; bamboo couch; wicker desk; also painted 1880s bull’s-eye woodwork with baseboard. (708) 692-3025.

MURPHY BED—Early 1900s made by the Grand Mantle Co. Mint condition. A must see. $1000 OBO. Weare, NH. (603) 529-1900.


HOUSEFUL OF ANTIQUES—Victorian loveseat; carved, inlaid marble top table; oak schoolmarm desk; mantelpiece; rare “Napoleneonic” leather top table, iron fern-stand; Black marble top ornate walnut table; ornate gas fireplace cover; ornate gas burner; 1900 dresser; more. $7000. M. Berry, 407 N. 5th St., Steubenville, OH 43952-2017.

ANTIQUE CAST IRON BATHTUB—60”-long bathtub with rare oak rim and snake head feet. Complete with original solid brass (ni. plated) faucets, showerhead, circular shower curtain rod and other fittings. Complete, plated) faucets, showerhead, circular show­ er tublitub with rare oak rim and snake head.


NORTH BENNET STREET SCHOOL—Open House, Fri., Nov. 4, 10 a.m.-2 p.m.; Sat., Nov. 5, 10 a.m.-3 p.m. Free admission for a rare glimpse of work in progress within its crafts­manship training program.

ANNAPOLES HOUSE TOUR—Historic Annapolis Foundation. Three centuries of history. Part of Annapolis’ 300th Anniversary. Fri., Nov. 4, 5-9 p.m.; $25 admission. 10% disc. w/advance reservation. Call (410) 267-7050.


HISTORIC PETERSBURG — Foundation Home tour Sunday, Dec. 4 from 12 to 5 p.m. 19th- and 20th-century buildings of Petersburg, VA. Call (804) 732-2006.

MUSEUM ANTIQUES SALE—The 26th Annual High Museum Antiques Show & Sale: Buckhead’s Pyphills Plaza, 1500 Peachtree St., NE. Fri., 10 a.m.-9 p.m.; Sat., 10 a.m.-6 p.m.; Sun., noon-6 p.m. Preview party Thurs., Nov. 10, 7-10 p.m. Call (404) 892-3600, Ext. 430.

VICTORIAN HOUSE TOUR—Old Allegheny Victorian Christmas House Tour, Dec. 9-11, Pittsburgh, PA. Tour of Allegheny West Historic District, noon-8 p.m. Sat.; 1 p.m. - 8 p.m. Sun. Tickets $15 pp. Ticket quantities limited. Tickets for Tea Tour $27.50 pp. Call (412) 523-8884.

FLORIDA FOLK LIVING HISTORY DAY—December 3, Floral City, FL. Tour historic homes, reenactment of a Victorian wedding in restored 1884 United Methodist Church, horse drawn hay ride, folk skills demonstration, among other events. Call (904) 726-7740.


Events

Wanted

Restoration Glass will change your view of history.

Why are architects specifying authentic Restoration Glass? Because it’s imperfect. Each sheet is made by craftsmen, using the original cylinder method. Yet this glass easily meets today’s building codes. And it’s available in two levels of distortion.

Once you’ve seen the difference Restoration Glass makes, no true restoration will look authentic without it.


Architectural Sheet Metal Ornaments
Now available from the W.F. Norman Corporation, makers of Hi-Art® Steel Ceilings - a complete, 94-year-old line of architectural sheet metal ornamentation including:
- moldings
- balusters
- finials
- marquetry
- cretings
- lion heads
- brackets
- urns
- scrolls
- enrichments
- garlands
- conductor heads
- corbels
- capitals
- leaves
- glass pendant panels and fittings
- frames
- ornaments

Over 1300 catalog items available in zinc or copper. Custom reproduction inquiries invited. W.F. Norman also produces building cornices, lintels, capitals, window hoods, finials and weathervanes.

W.F. NORMAN CORP.
Complete catalog $1.50 • P.O. Box 323, Nevada, MO 64772 • 800-641-4038 • fax 417-667-3708

AHRENS®
Relines/Restores Masonry Chimneys
With The ONLY Listed Two-Liner Cast-In-Place Masonry Process
- First insulates and strengthens
- Second seals and protects
- Both are immune to acids and moisture
- No guess work. Mechanically applied.

No exterior alterations.
No metal to corrode.
Improves heating efficiency —
All for a fraction of the cost of rebuilding!

Dealership network nationwide.
Call or write for more information:
2000 Industrial Ave.
Sioux Falls, SD 57104
1-800-843-4417

UNIVERSAL GAS FURNACE
The Rinnai EnergySaver gas-fired furnace keeps you comfortable for a fraction of the cost, heating a large room or entire house. Converting from electricity is easy. Installation is simple and there's no costly ductwork!

81.3% EFFICIENT
EnergySaver
- Attractive Styling
- Economical to Operate
- Cozy, Quiet & Comfortable
- 5-Year Limited Warranty
Best in the Industry!

Rinnai America Corp.
1662 Lukken Ind. Dr. West
LaGrange, GA 30240
706/884-6070 • 800/621-9419

We print our catalog for the AMISH
Victoria-style wood, gas or electric cookstoves
The world’s largest Amish community (it’s here in Ohio, not PA) relies on our 2,000 item catalog. Traditional Heartland cookstoves are a favorite: Old World craftsmanship, breathtaking nickel trim & functional roast-size ovens. Choose wood-fired (money-saving airtight design) or elegant electric or gas versions. Grain mills, oil lamps, cast cookware, crockery & 100’s of items you had no idea were still available! It's guaranteed different from any other catalog you ever saw.

Rush me your Amish country catalog. I am enclosing $2.
Mail to: Lehman's Box 41, Dept. 1-JUN, Kidron, OH 44636
Name ________________________________
Address ________________________________________
Postage paid ____________________________ Zip ________
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Solid Brass Antique Reproduction Hardware—over 900 rare items— including: Dozens of Handle sets & Knobs in solid brass (and even Glass) for antique furniture. Victorian reproduction door knobs & plates and window hardware for the restoration of fine vintage homes. Locks for furniture & lock sets for Victorian doors, Solid Brass Heater Grills in 24 sizes with & without damper controls. Brass faucets for kitchen and bath, Solid brass kickplates and thresholds. Stair rods to hold runners on stairs. Brass reproduction lighting. Our Color Catalog is just $2.00

191 Lost Lake Lane, Campbell, CA, 95008, Phone: 408-246-1962

Looking Forward to Another SHOCKING Winter?

Call now to order evaporation humidifiers for your steam or hot water radiators, hot air registers, or baseboard units. Our humidifiers rely on evaporation, so chemical additives, mechanical failure or toxic dust particles are not a problem.

$10.99 ea. plus shipping & handling
$39.95, set of 4 plus shipping & handling. Shipment within MN, add 6.5% sales tax.

Street Level Supply
4728 Bryant Ave S., Minneapolis, MN 55409
612/824-7655 Fax 612/824-1169

Send $5 for our full color catalog.
(catalog fee refundable with order)
251 S. Pennsylvania Avenue
P.O. Box 469, Centre Hall, PA 16828
814-964-9577

CUSTOM WOOD TURNINGS

- Architectural Mouldings
- Balusters
- Newel posts
- Porch posts
- Columns
- Fluting
- Spiral rope twist
- Finials
- Furniture parts

- No minimum order
- Shipment coordination
- (72 page catalog $5.50)

Chadsworth Incorporated
P.O. Box 55268, Dept. 3
Atlanta, Georgia 30328
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DON'T PAINT YOUR RADIATORS

Paint drastically reduces the efficiency of steam & hot water radiators and wood enclosures are poor heat conductors.

Affordable Ace Radiator Enclosures...
- Offer durability of steel with baked enamel finish in decorator colors
- Keep drapes, walls & ceilings clean
- Project heat out into the room

FREE Estimates
FREE Heat Efficiency Catalog

arsco Manufacturing Co., Inc.
3564 Blue Rock Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45247

PAINT REMOVAL and SANDING TOOLS

- ECOLOGICALLY SAFE
- RESTORES OLD SHINGLES AND CLAPBOARDS TO LIKE-NEW CONDITION

HI-TECH IN YOUR HAND!

STRIPS 1 SQ. FT. IN 15 SEC.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL TOOL INDUSTRIES, INC.
1116-B Park Avenue • Cranston, Rhode Island 02910
(401) 942-7855 • 1-800-932-5872

Buy the original, not an imitation

TIN CEILINGS & WALLS
- 26 patterns available 2' x 8' and 2' x 4'
- Brass and copper-plated pre-painted patterns available in 2' x 4' size
- Lay-in panels in 2' x 4' & 2' x 2'
- 13 cornice moulding styles
- Pre-cut miters
- Fast and easy installation
- Shipped anywhere
- Send $1 for brochure

AA ABBINGDON AFFILIATES, INC.
2149 Utica Ave., Dept. OHJN
Brooklyn, NY 11234
(718) 258-8333

COUNTRY DESIGNS

A Collection of Complete Building Plans

BARNs, SHEDS, GARAGES, STUDIO COTTAGES, GARAGE APARTMENTS, VACATION HOUSES
also other accessory buildings and a folio of period fences.

SEND $6.00 FOR CATALOG TO: COUNTRY DESIGNS, BOX 774J, ESSEX, CT 06426

Country Curtains

FREE CATALOG

Choose from over 100 styles of curtains and window treatments in warm colors, cheerful prints and a wide selection of fabrics and patterns ... many designs available only from Country Curtains.

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-876-6123
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

☐ Please send Free catalog

NAME __________________________
ADDRESS _______________________
CITY __________________________
STATE _________ ZIP ___________

Country Curtains
At The Red Lion Inn
Dept. 4894, Stockbridge, MA 01262

Decorators
Window Quilt

Saves Energy!

Write or Phone
1-800-543-7040 Toll-Free
1-513-385-9555 in Ohio (Collect)
Restoration Services

This classified section is available to designers, consultants, contractors, and craftspeople offering restoration services.

Architectural Services


ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES — Restoration, preservation, additions, and remodeling tastefully accomplished in residences, churches, and other historic building types. "Always a complete composition," is my goal. Alfred F. Campbell, Licensed Architect, 105 E. La Salle St., Somonauk, IL 60552-9432. (815) 498-0326.

COMPATIBLE ADDITIONS — Thinking of an addition to be correlated to the style of your home or business? Consider an experienced architect for the design solution. First consultation, no charge. Willing to travel. Ronald Meekes, AIA, Architect, 424 Central Ave., Cranford, NJ 07016. (908) 276-7844.

Building Renderings

BUILDING PORTRAITS — Finely-crafted watercolor facade drawings for your home or admired building taken from your photographs and/or drawings or plans. Contact Robert J. Leanna II, 41 Green Street, Newburyport, MA 01950. (508) 465-1005.

Carpentry


RESTORATION CARPENTRY — From laid-up foundations to slate on the roof. We provide expert services for the finest historic structures. Custom millwork, masonry restoration, timber work, repairs, finishes, ADA and screen doors, additions, porches, archit. services. NYC Metro area. DL Builders. (800) 215-2332.

Painting & Color Schemes

EXTERIOR COLOR SCHEMES — Custom-tailored color designs for your home or commercial buildings. Services are available nationwide through mail order. We also teach "how to" seminars to groups. Nationally known and respected. Contact: The Color People, 1328 Blake Street # 700, Denver, CO 80202. (800) 541-7174, or fax (303) 534-1310.

Preservation Specialist

ARCHITECTURAL PRESERVATION — All aspects of preservation carpentry, masonry and structural repairs. Traditional crafts and methods as well as specialized conservation treatments for problems unique to historic museums and residences. Consulting services offered. David C. Webb, 109 Hay St., Newbury, MA 01951. (508) 462-9312

Roofing


STRUCTURAL RESTORATION — Specialists in structural member replacement to Colonial timberframe. Homes, barns, grist mills, and churches. We provide 25 years of experience in jacking, squaring, sill replacement, interior and exterior restorations. Repair to structures damaged by natural disasters. Consulting services available nationwide. George Yoppel, Yoppel Restorations, RD 2 West Center Rd., West Stockbridge, MA 01266. (413) 232-7060.

Woodstripping


WOOD FINISHING SERVICE — Master Finishing & Restoration, Inc., specialists in all aspects of stripping, finishing, restoration, and/or conservation of architectural woodwork and furniture. Precise color matching. Intelligent and creative solutions for all your wood refinishing projects. No job too large. Boston based; will travel. Call Wayne Towe, 8 Thayer St., Boston, MA 02118. (617) 423-2902.

Rates are $300 for the first 40 words, $4.00 for each additional word. The deadline for inclusion is the 1st of the month 2 months prior to publication (January 1st for March/April issue). Submissions must be in writing accompanied by a check. Mail to: Old-House Journal Restoration Services, The Blackburn Tavern, 2 Main Street, Gloucester, MA 01930.
Sometimes elbow grease just isn’t enough.

We’ve tried just about every heat tool on the market. In our opinion, the Master Heavy-Duty HG-501 Heat Gun and the Warner Heat Plate are the best of the lot for working on old houses.

Heat is one of the fastest methods for removing paint because it softens many layers at once. As the paint bubbles up, it can be lifted off dry with a putty knife or scraper as you move along. And because these tools are long-lasting products, they pay for themselves when you consider the savings on $18-to $22-per-gallon stripper you don’t have to buy.

Heat Guns come in handy for stripping complicated surfaces such as painted porch parts, mouldings, or other ornamental woodwork. The HG-501 gun has a durable aluminum body, a powerful 23-cfm blower, and a replaceable heating element that can be set at two temperature levels.

Heat Plates are the most efficient tools for stripping broad, flat surfaces: doors, panelling, baseboards, and exterior wooden clapboards. They’re also safer to use on hollow areas like partitions or exterior cornices because they don’t blow hot air (which has the potential to ignite hidden dust). (Neither tool is recommended for removing varnish.)

Both the Master Heat Gun and the Warner Heat Plate come with complete operating and safety instructions, and are backed by the OHJ Guarantee: If your unit should malfunction within two months of purchase, we’ll replace it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Master HG-501 Heat Gun</td>
<td>$89.95 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat Plate</td>
<td>$59.95 each</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mass residents add 5% sales tax. Total enclosed: 

Please send me _____ Master HG-501 Heat Gun @ $89.95 each, and _____ Warner Heat Plate at $59.95 each. Mass residents add 5% sales tax. Total enclosed: 

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City _______ ST _______ Zip _______

For fastest service, call (508) 281-8803

Have your Visa or MasterCard ready
Old-House Journal, 2 Main Street, Gloucester, MA 01930
Don't Throw It Out!

Refinish It.

Professional metal finishing of your household hardware to their original finish or your new specifications. Replating and finishing offered in brass and copper with bright satin or antique finishes and lustrous chrome and nickel.

- Door Hardware
- Trays
- Lamps
- Boat, Car, Cycle
- Candelabra
- Bath Hardware
- Chandeliers
- Stove Parts
- Fireplace Tools
- Door Knockers

You name it...

Custom Metal Refinishing by...

The Consumer Division of

WHITMAN COMPANY, INC.

355 South Ave, Rte. 27, Whitman, MA 02382
1-800-783-2433 • Fax: 617-447-6668

Smith-Cornell Impressions

We specialize in:
- Sand cast plaques in Bronze & Aluminum
- GraphicsPlus-Smooth Surface Plaques and Markers
- Combination of cast with a GraphicsPlus insert
- Old/Standard National Register Plaques

Bring Back The 1890s

In The 1990s

- Door Hardware
- Trays
- Lamps
- Boat, Car, Cycle
- Candelabra
- Bath Hardware
- Chandeliers
- Stove Parts
- Fireplace Tools
- Door Knockers

You name it...

Custom Metal Refinishing by...

The Consumer Division of

WHITMAN COMPANY, INC.

355 South Ave, Rte. 27, Whitman, MA 02382
1-800-783-2433 • Fax: 617-447-6668

TIN CEILINGS

ORIGINAL DESIGNS
VICTORIAN-ART DECO

Send $1.00 for Catalog to:
CHELSEA DECORATIVE METAL CO.
9603 Moonlight Dr., Dept. 094
Houston, Texas 77096

Questions: 713-721-9200

2' X 4' Sheets For Easy Handling
Shipped Anywhere

REPLACE ROTTED SASH


Midwest Wood Products

is now

MIDWEST

ARCHITECTURAL WOOD PRODUCTS INC.

1051 South Rolf Street • Davenport, Iowa 52802

1-800-322-4757 Fax (515) 322-1483

Handcrafted

To The Drip On The Tapered Candles

Early American Lighting since 1938; chandeliers, copper lanterns, and wall sconces.

Knowledgeable collectors, Restorations and Museums have been buying our fine fixtures for over 30 years. A list is available on request. $2.00 for catalog.

Gates Moore

River Road, Dept OHJ
Silvermine Norwalk, Conn.
06850 - Tel. (203) 847-3231

**OHMEGA SALVAGE**

**UNIQUE ITEMS FOR THE OLDER HOME**

OHMEGA SALVAGE offers antique tubs, toilets, sinks, ribcage showers, faucets, and bath accessories. We rebuild and replate. Send $5 for photos.

2407 SAN PABLO AVE.
BERKELEY, CA 94702
(510) 843-7368
Open Monday-Saturday 9-5

**CARLISLE LUMBER**

**RESTORATION LUMBER**

Better Than Beautiful

**WIDE PLANK FLOORING**

**AVAILABLE IN**

- Eastern White Pine
- Long Leaf Heart Pine
- Red & White Oak
- Cherry or Maple

TO ORDER:
Tel: (603) 446-3307
Fax: (603) 446-3540

**COPPER • BRASS • PEWTER • BRONZE • MAUVE**

**METAL COATINGS**

(WATER BASE - FOR ALL SURFACES)

**PATINA**

**ANTIQUE FINISHES**

(BLUE, GREEN & OTHERS)

**FREE BROCHURE**

1-800-882-7004
(619) 689-9322

**UNIQUE ITEMS**

- Custom-made of superior insulating acrylic and vinyl
- Helps reduce condensation
- Flexes in and out with temperature changes to maintain tight seal

**THE FLEX-TITE WINSULATOR**

A custom-made interior window installed over your existing window cavity.
- Virtually airtight magnetic seal
- Helps reduce condensation
- Custom-made of superior insulating acrylic and vinyl
- Costs considerably less than most replacement windows

**PETIT INDUSTRIES INC.**

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1994
The advertisers in this issue have literature available, and you can get as many catalogs as you need just by filling out one form.

Building Components


3. Restoration Glass - Imperfect glass is perfect for restoration work. Each sheet is made by using the original cylinder method. Free brochure. Bendheim Glass.

91. Wide Boards - Wide pine or oak shipped boards and feather-edged clapboards. Consult and design wood flooring and paneling. $5.25 brochure. Carlisle Restoration Lumber.


438. Quartersawn Clapboard - The Ward family has been in operation for over 100 years. Vertical grain clapboard eliminates warping for extended life. Free brochure. Ward Clapboard Mill.

492. Design Portfolio - Full-page drawings with descriptions of custom crafted traditional kitchens, and a color brochure featuring on-location photographs of Kennebec kitchens, $10.25. The Kennebec Company.


527. Antique Flooring - Antique wide pine flooring. Antique oak and chestnut are also available. Lengths up to 12', widths up to 14'. Free brochure. North Fields Restorations.


663. English Coal Fire - Now you can experience an authentic English gas coal fire. Most fire openings can be satisfied. Free literature. Grate Fires Inc.

675. Wall Restoration - Repair cracked plaster walls and ceilings. Costs less than drywall over plaster, guttering, or skim coating. Installs easier than wallpaper, no need to remove woodwork. Fee video. Specification Chemicals Inc.

684. Fiberglass Columns - Choose from a variety of sizes for structural support or decoration. Columns are ready to prime and paint, lightweight, fire and impact resistant and impervious to insects. Job site delivery. Free flier. Chaddow Columns.


Tin Ceilings

20. Tin Ceilings - 22 original Victorian and Art Deco tin ceiling patterns. Patterns available by special order in brass and/or copper. Cornices, pre-cut miters, and center medallions are available. Brochure, $1.25. AA Abington Affiliates.

22. Nottingham Lace Curtains - Real Victorian lace, woven on 19th-century machinery, using original designs. Panels are 60" wide, 95% cotton, 5% polyester. White and ecru available. Catalog, $2.25. J.R. Burrows & Company.


402. Country Curtains - Hundreds of styles and fabrics to choose from. More lengths and widths than you'll find almost anywhere, all ready-made and conveniently available by mail or phone. Free 54-page color catalog. Country Curtains.


Doors & Windows


16. Wood Sash - Any size and shape; divided lite, round top, curved, double-hung, fixed, casement, or storm sash. Insulated glass, shutters, screen doors, and trim. Illustrated brochure, $2.25. Midwest Architectural Wood Products.


582. The Window Quilt™ - Save 50% of heat loss through windows and sliding glass doors. Quadruples insulation value of single-pane windows. Triples insulation value of double-pane windows. Stops infiltration and cold convection. Free literature. appropriate Technology Corp.


753. Magnetic Window - Manufacturer, distributors, and installers of the Flexite Winstead magnetized interior storm window; the most effective magnetic window ever developed. Free literature. Petit Industries, Inc.

Finishes & Tools


439. Molder-Planter - Restore old houses with the versatile Wy Series Molder/Planter. Reproduce railings, sashes, crans, rails, window and door stops, and curved molding with chaffety finish. Free information kit. Williams & Hussey.

539. Redefining Products - Manufacturer of paint strippers, clear finishes, lacquers, sanding sealers, caulking compounds, linseed oil putty,
MAKING HISTORY AGAIN!

Making History Come Alive! That is what the RESTORATION Exhibition and Conference is all about!

The only event for both professionals and homeowners/collectors that is dedicated to the preservation of every aspect of our cultural history — everything from art to antiques, frames to furniture, gardens to glass and all you need for historic interiors and exteriors!

Making History is just what RESTORATION did during its debut in December 1993!

Thousands of professionals, antique homeowners and collectors viewed products from hundreds of companies (31 from abroad) and attended a full range of preservation seminars. Hands-on workshops covered everything — from gilding, woodgraining and decorative painting to antique furniture, and window treatments to wallpaper!

Making History Again is what RESTORATION will do in 1995! More workshops, more companies and products. Here’s an opportunity for one-stop shopping and education that you won’t want to miss!

New feature of 1995 — introductory educational program at a special low price for the newcomer to historic preservation!

Inquire Now to receive the next issue of Restoration News and Notes and complete information on attending or exhibiting.

Call RAI/EGI Exhibitions at 617/933-9699 for exhibitor information, 617/933-6663 for visitor information, or fax 617/933-8744.

RESTORATION 95

Sunday - Tuesday, February 26-28, 1995
Hynes Convention Center
Boston, Massachusetts

Organized by RAI/EGI Exhibitions, Inc.
Ten Tower Office Park, Woburn, MA 01801

RESTORATION is a trademark of RAI/EGI Exhibitions, Inc.

Supaflu Makes Old Chimneys Better Than New Chimneys.

Because Supaflu retains the original charm and craftsmanship built into so many older chimneys while providing a new margin of safety, performance and durability older chimneys never knew, Supaflu gives new life to some of our most historic chimneys. That’s why when home restoration experts run into chimney problems, their solution is Supaflu. Whether your chimney is historic, or just very, very used, Supaflu can make it like new. Your Supaflu dealer is in the Yellow pages.

National Supaflu Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 89, Walton Industrial Park
Walton, NY 13856
1-800-788-7636

ANTHONY WOOD PRODUCTS

Gable Trim
Fretworks
Brackets
Corbels
1979
Box 1081 T
Hillsboro, TX 76045
817/882-7225
Illustrated Catalog Available — $3

THE STEWART IRON WORKS COMPANY

Ornamental Iron Fences & Gates for over 100 Years
• Solid Iron Construction • 15 Standard Historic Styles
• Custom Designs and Period Reproduction Available
Send $3.00 for New Catalogue & Price List
P. O. Box 2612 (O. H. J.) • Covington, KY 41012-2612
(606) 431-1985
VENTINOX Liners
Save Chimneys!
...and provide safe, reliable venting for gas, oil and wood.
- Restores deteriorated chimneys
- Preserves aesthetic appearance
- Protects against harmful flue gases
- Improves chimney performance

Complete lining systems for all types of heating appliances & fireplaces.

ProTech Systems, Inc.
26 Gansevoort St., Albany, NY 12202
Leaders In Chimney Technology

THE A. B. C.'S OF NATURAL VENTILATION
THE FAN MAN, INC.
Department OHJ • 1914 Abrams Parkway • Dallas, TX • 75214 (214) 826-7700
Send $2 for brochure D

ANTIQUE HEART PINE, OAK AND SPECIAL HARDWOODS
Wide country plank or elegant quartersawn plank.
Antique Heart Pine, Oak and special hardwoods at reasonable prices. Pre-finished or unfinished.
Brochure $3
(919) 977-7336
Sample Kit $25
Dept. OH • PO Box 7556 • Rocky Mount, NC 27804

ALL STEEL RADIATOR ENCLOSURES
FOR HOMES, OFFICES, CHURCHES, INSTITUTIONS
FROM $21.85
BUY FACTORY DIRECT & SAVE • EASY TO ASSEMBLE
MANY STYLES & COLORS • BAKED ENAMEL FINISH
Send $1.00 for Brochures. Refundable with Order.
MONARCH Dept. OH
2744 Arkansas Drive, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11234
(212) 796-4117

HANCDRAFTED MAHOGANY
SCREEN-STORE DOORS
Styles include Victorian & Country
SEND $2.00 FOR CATALOG TO
Touchstone Woodworks
DEPT OHJ PO BOX 112
RAVENNA OH 44266
(216) 297-1313

The Original D.I.Y. Shutter™ kit
BUILD YOUR VERY OWN AUTHENTIC, PEGGED, MORTISE & TENON SHUTTERS
- With our exclusive Do-It-Yourself kits, traditional shutters and doors are easy to assemble and will save you 30-50%.
- For ready-to-hang shutters, simply order from our fully assembled AK line.

For details Send $27 to
Kestrel D.I.Y. Shutters,
28 West Main Street, Elverson, PA 19520
or call (610) 286-5341 10a (610) 286-5466
Ideal for Replacements! Visa/MC

EMPORIUM

glazing compounds. Free information. Sterling-Clark-Lutron, Corp.
555. Rock-Bard Patty — Ideal for repairing walls, woodwork, and plaster. It can be sawed, chis­
eled, polished, colored, and molded. It stays put and will not shrink. Free literature. Donald
Durham Company.
611. Paint Shaver™ — This patented, ecologi­
cally-safe power tool strips paint from shingles and clapboards. The dust collector allows encap­
sulation of debris for retrieval. Free literature.
American-International Tool Ind., Inc.
672. Old Fashioned Appliances — Victorian-style cook stoves & gas refrigerators, slate's & black­
smith's tools. Hundreds of 19th-century items you thought you quit making decades ago. Cat­
alog, $2.25. Lehman Hardware.
680. Professional Finishes — Supplier of water­
borne finishing systems and products for walls and furniture from old world to contemporary.
Offering workshop training. Free literature. Faux Effects, Inc.
702. Water-Based Metallic Coatings — Copper, brass, bronze, mauve, and silver. Finishes include green (verdi), blue, burgundy, and black and can be applied to metal paints and solid metals. Free literature. Patina Finishes & Copper Coats, Inc.
728. Heritage Village Colors — Authentic repro­
ductions of 18th- and 19th-century architecture. Paints are suitable for most exterior and interior surfaces, walls, woodwork, trim, furniture, and decorative painting. Literature, $5.25. Primrose Distributing.
735. 18th & 19th-Century Paints — For the seri­
ous restorer. Using the highest quality traditional materials to reproduce accurate colors and dynamics of the original hand-prepared paints of the Colonial era. Literature, $2.75. Historic Paints Ltd.
747. Tool Traditions — New catalog features fine woodworking tools and specialty items from Stan­
ley and other outstanding toolmakers worldwide. Premier issue is free. Offers a 10% discount on 1st order. Tool Traditions.

Furnishings

209. Authentic American Victorian Furniture — Three big barns full of antique furniture. One of New England’s largest collections of Ameri­
can oak and Victorian furniture and select accessories. Store brochure, $2.25. Southampton Antiques.
353. Radiator Enclosures — The durability of steel with baked enamel finish in decorator col­
ors. More efficient than paint, and keeps drapes, walls, and ceilings clean. Free estimates. Free
catalog, ARSCO Manufacturing.
GLASS INTERIOR
Storm Windows

- Eliminate Drafts
- Reduce heating & cooling bills up to 30% GUARANTEED
- Low "E" and UV protection available
- Maintain the charm and beauty of existing windows (no replacement. NO unsightly triple-track storms)
- Compression fit DIY installation
- Patented trackless mounting
- Easy - no tools - Snap in & out
- Factory direct custom sizes

Addison
HARDWARE CO INC
126 E. Amite St., PO Box 102,
Jackson, MS 39205

Baldwin
Lexington Design mortise lock handleref with knob and ovol plate trim inside - polished brass with new BALDWIN lifetime finish $250.00 plus shipping cost. Mass. residents add 7% tax. Visa and MasterCard accepted.

Call toll-free 800-821-2750
Ask for the Hardware Department

$250.00
plus shipping cost.

NOW AVAILABLE
ORNAMENTAL TERRA COTTA RIDGE TILES FROM ENGLAND

Cockscomb
Club
PERFECT FOR ASPHALT, SLATE OR TILE ROOFS.

FROM "THE ONE STOP ROOF TILE SHOP"

The Northern Roof Tile Sales Co.
U.S. Office (815) 398-8331 • Fax (815) 398-8508
(906) 627-4035 • P.O. Box 275 • Milgove, Ontario LO1 1V0

HUGE SELECTION!
BRASS Reproduction Hardware and Wood Carvings!
For all renovation projects!
SEND $1.00 FOR CATALOG TO:
VANDYKE'S RESTORERS
Dept. 998, P.O. Box 278, Woonsocket, SD 57385

18" Solid With Pieces of History
Now available in very limited quantities—Authentic decades-old unused clinker brick. Due to changes in brick manufacture, when these are gone there won't be any more. Write for free literature or send $10.00 for price list, color photos and sample brick. Also available—wire cut solid brick.

Maple Grove Restorations

Interior Raised Panel Shutters
Raised Panel Walls
Wainscoting
P.O. Box 9194 Bolton, CT 06043-9194
(203) 742-5432
Color Brochure: $2.00

Vixen Hill Gazebo
Discover our wide selection of modular, cedar Gazebo's and screened Gardenhouses, engineered for easy assembly by the non-carpenter.

SEND $4 for our 20 page color catalog with price list.
Vixen Hill, Dept. OHJ4, Elverton, PA 19520 • 800-423-2766

ALUMINUM LIGHTING & MAILBOXES
Quality At Great Savings!

FREE brochure:
(214) 230-0456

Brandon Industries
4419 Westgrove Dr., Dept. OHJ
Dallas, TX 75248

Now available in very limited quantities—Authentic decades-old unused clinker brick. Due to changes in brick manufacture, when these are gone they won't be any more. Write for free literature or send $10.00 for price list, color photos and sample brick. Also available—wire cut solid brick.

The Brickyard
P.O. Box A
Harrisonville, MD 21731
876-960-3166
Ask for Kevin

Build With Pieces of History
ELEGANT, SOLID BRASS Stair Rods

Holds Stairway Carpet in Place

Large 3/8" x 30" Polished Brass Rods
Ball, Un or Pineapple Finials
Set of 13*137.00 ppd.
Includes Rods, Finials & Fasteners
Singles $12.00/ea. MC, VISA, C.C.
Easy, Fast Installation
Custom Lengths
(814) 887-6032

HERITAGE BRASS CO.
5 Long St., Smithport, PA 15780

Woodwright Designs
ARCHITECTURAL PLANS
- Authentic 19th Century Styling
- Colonial to Victorian
- Many Customizing Options

HOUSES:
Queen Anne - $50.00
Cottages/Gardens/Cottages:
One-to-Four Car Expandable
Five Historically Inspired Styles.

CARVED BARS:
Stables/Garages/Cottages:

SEND $12.00 U.S. FOR CATALOGUE

Handcrafted Wooden
Storm-Screen Doors

- Large selection of
storm-screen doors in
standard & custom sizes.
- Victorian porch
furniture and trim.
- Planters and benches.
- Home and garden
accessories.

For color catalog
send $2.00 to:
The Old Wagon Factory
P.O. Box 1457, Dept. OJW
Clarksburg, VA 24324
(800) 374-5787

722. American Country Style Furniture—Furnishings featuring factory direct Shaker, traditional, and oak tables & cabinets. Accessories are available, such as pillows, doormats, rugs, and specialty items. Free catalog. Yield House.


Lighting Fixtures


340. Early-American Lighting—Reproduction fixtures such as wall sconces, chandeliers, copper lanterns, hall fixtures. Everything is hand-made. Catalog, $2.25. Gates Moore Lighting.


Metalwork


55. Custom-Made Plaques—Historic markers for indoor or outdoor use. Standard solid bronze cast plaques, 5” x 10”, are $60 plus shipping. Other dimensions and styles available. Free brochure. Eric Landmark.
The thoughtful gift for an old-house lover...

Give a gift subscription for the holidays! If you know someone who has just bought an old house... or is fixing one up... or someone who just appreciates the beauty of restored interiors and historic facades, a subscription to OLD-HOUSE JOURNAL is a most welcome gift. Spend only $24 on the first gift (or you can renew your own subscription) and get each additional gift for $18 (a 25% savings). We'll also send a handsome gift card that identifies you as the giver. (We need your order before December 10th to promise delivery before Christmas. This special Holiday Gift Offer expires December 31st).

To order your subscriptions, please refer to the attached postage-paid order card. If the card is missing, please send your order to: OLD-HOUSE JOURNAL, PO Box 58017, Boulder, CO 80322-8017. Be sure to include the name and address of all gift recipients as well as your own. If you prefer, you may charge your order with a Mastercard or Visa by calling 1-800-234-3797.
and country bath decor: brass, porcelain, and oak furnishings, both reproduction and antique. Complete catalog, $3.25. Bathroom Machineries.


357. Hard-To-Find-Hardware — The vast collection covers all periods from the 16th century through the 1930s. New catalog includes 34 pages of informative text and 372 pages of high-quality restoration hardware, $6.75. Crown City Hardware.

539. Fixtures & Accessories — Bathroom fixtures and accessories such as door, window, and cabinet hardware. Lighting fixtures also. Free Catalog. Renovator’s Supply.

599. Brass Hardware — Offering hardware for furniture and home for interior and exterior applications. Reproduction lighting is also available. Catalog, $2.25. American Home Supply.

651. Salvage — Antique & reproduction items from lighting fixtures & tubs to mantels & doors. Literature, $1.25. Ohmega Salvage.


Restoration Supplies & Services


35. Plaster Washers — These inexpensive washers can resecure loose ceilings and walls. Starter packet of 50 washers with instructions, $4.75. Charles Street Supply.


148. Evaporation-type Humidifiers — Two styles: one for steam heat or hot-water radiators, other works also on baseboard or wall registers. No chemicals or electricity required; no toxic particles emitted. Replacement wicks available. Free illustrated information. Street Level supply.

149. Residential Steam Boiler — Gas-fired steam or hot-water boiler with efficiencies up to 83.2%. Available in 10 sizes. New thru-the-wall power vented steam model now available. Free literature. Burnham.

151. Wallcover Assistance — Gone is the problem of wallcovering installation: the hassles of water trays, paste, rollers, and brushes. Replacing them is the Wallpaper Pal and Border Buddy. Free literature. Custom Building Products.
100% Cotton Shower Curtain!

Don't "dump" another vinyl shower curtain! Tightly woven 100% cotton duck keeps water in the tub. No liner necessary and it's machine washable!

Just say nope to grimy, machine washable vinyl shower curtain! Tidily woven and washable. Available in name other than white at special prices. Several patterns to choose from. Custom design and molding services available.

Call or write:
DLL, 822-A Frederick Rd. Baltimore, MD 21228.
For VISAC/MC or free catalog: (800) 323-2811.

Decorative Ceiling Tiles

The elegance and beauty of yesterday but made of durable, light weight, high impact polystyrene. They are easy to install, paintable and available in flame retardant materials and colors other than white at special prices. Several patterns to choose from. Custom design and molding services available.

Call or write:
Snelling's Thermo-Vac, Inc.
P.O. Box 210
Blanchard, LA 71009
FAX 318-929-3923

Brass Bed Sale!

Once in a lifetime savings on heirloom-quality solid brass and white iron beds. Buy factory direct and SAVE TO 50%! Special Bridal Layaway and Payment Plan. Send for our FREE CATALOG.

Brass Bed Shoppe
12421 Cedar Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
(216) 299-4900
Your Source of the Largest Selection of Old Style Hardware in the World!

We're bringing our store to you and slashing prices! Take advantage of these specials and discover our true old-fashion quality at the lowest prices. Shop in confidence with our money back guarantee. Call 1-800-422-9982 today to place your order or request your FREE COPY of our catalog. Or order our new Custom Items Catalogs for only $7.00 (refundable with first order).

The Antique Hardware Store
9730 Easton Road, Route 611, Kintnersville, PA 18930

Giant Renovate Your Home SALE!

Old Fashioned Home Stuff
Dishes, Rocking Horses, Advertising Stuff, & More...

< TELEPHONE SHOWER
Fabulous Price Only $299!
Porcelain hand held shower. Wall mount, great for clawfoot tubs! ITEM PF07

< HIGH TANK
ONLY $79
ITEM PF18

< BRASS DOOR PLATES & ROSETTES Series 7

< CABINET HARDWARE Series 17V

< GAS RANGE Available in white & almond finish

< TUB VALVE
Elsewhere $119
Our Price $79.95
HOT/COLD porcelain handles. ITEM 2L

< Pillbox Toilet
Was $1195 Now $979
Fanstastic replica of old model. Solid brass parts for easy installation. Includes seat & porcelain bolt caps. A great addition to your home! ITEM #101

< Colonial/Victorian Pedestal Sink
Was $469 Sale $189
Fluted base (8" centers) ITEM #C

< Victorian Double ARM FIXTURE
(shades "C" extra)
ITEM #22
Retail $149
Sale Price $99

< Telephone Shower
Fabulous Price Only $299!
Porcelain hand held shower. Wall mount, great for clawfoot tubs! ITEM PF07

< High Tank
ONLY $79
ITEM PF18

< Brass Door Plates & Rosettes Series 7

< Juke Box
Large $6995 Small $149 Please Call! ITEM CR11
AFTER THE CIVIL WAR, AS IMMIGRANTS FLOODING INTO THE UNITED STATES WERE IN NEED OF HOUSING, A DISTINCTIVE, MULTI-FAMILY ROW HOUSE — NOW CALLED THE TRIPLE-DECKER — DEVELOPED IN SOUTH BOSTON AND NEARBY ROXBURY, MASSACHUSETTS. UNLIKE THE BRICK OR STONE ROW HOUSES OF OTHER CITIES, ITS WOOD FRAME CONSTRUCTION WAS BASED ON THE STRONG COLONIAL BUILDING TRADITION THAT EXISTED IN NEW ENGLAND.

These row houses were originally called Three-Deckers, a nickname for British man-of-war ships and their three gun decks. The term implied something of great size and was a natural for the new row house with its three “decks” (porches).

Triple-Deckers, as the name suggests, are three stories high with an individual apartment and rear porch on each floor. Inside, front-to-back apartment floor plans consist of a side entry, parlor, dining room, two (or three) bedrooms, and a kitchen ell. During the late 19th century, bow fronts — copied from the fashionable houses of Beacon Hill — were adopted, making the parlor more spacious.

Originally, there were two types of Triple-Deckers: the flat roofs of South Boston and the pitched roofs of Roxbury. As row houses spread, the two types mingled. Double Triple-Deckers — two row houses built side by side for six families — also became common.

The Triple-Decker continued to be built well into the 20th century. By the 1920s, approximately 15,000 buildings had been constructed. Today, the Triple-Decker is still a vital and convenient part of urban living.

— LYNN ELLIOTT
Gloucester, Mass.